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%HE XiR TREE which alone does stand in winter,

^^r^^a^rou^hout the land, to some muct be

a phantom tree, until the day of Victory. For all

around this lovely world, like wary, poisonous

snake, is curled a strangling tyranny of Might

—

a Wrong that mascarades as Right.

In distant lands, on far-flung seas, our troops

are bringing to their knees the peoples who—
misguided, blind—have sought to shackle all

mankind. And so our tree this year shall be a

spreading shelter all can see. We'll tie upon its

top a star, to shed its hopeful light afar. Instead

of candles, green and blue, we'll place our faith-

ful prayers for you. In lieu of carols, gay and
sweet, we'll hear the thunder, "No retreat!"

For pop-corn white we'll string instead our forti-

tude and courage red. Instead of candy-canes

we'll tie our shining vow to win, or die!

The Star of Bethlehem shines bright—as

bright as on that Holy Night when, in a' manger
far away, the Prince of Peace beheld the day.

And Peace, believe me, will be ours, as certainly

as Spring brings flowers. A Christmas-tree is

meager pay for that victorious, mighty Day!

yta*i>
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CHRISTMAS CONES TOMORROW
By MARGARET E. SANGSTER

KAY said, "I'm glad I bought new tinsel.

It seemed extravagant at the time, but

last year's tinsel is a little tarnished and—

"

for just a moment her voice was unsteady
—"I wanted this year's tree to be perfect."

"This year's tree is always perfect," said

Bob quickly. "Easy does it, buttonface."

Kay laughed. The shakiness had van-

ished from her voice, her laughter was as

smooth as prewar cream. "I wish you

wouldn't call me buttonface," she said. "It's

hard to feel like a glamor girl when the

man who professes to love you

calls you—buttonface."

Bob made a snatch at her ; he

missed by the fraction of an inch.

"What do you mean professes?"

he growled. And Kay laughed

again. "Look," she said, "we've

got to hurry if we're going to

get this tree trimmed—if we're

going to get the room decorated.

If we're—well you know."

Bob said, "Okay, I stand corrected!"

But Kay told him, "It would be more to

the point if you stood on a ladder ! Take
this strip of tinsel and drape it from branch

to branch exactly as I tell you."

Stepping carefully, Bob mounted the small

kitchen ladder with a strip of tinsel held '
*

gingerly between his thumb and forefinger.

He fastened it to the very top of the tree,

directly under the shining

star. He draped it meticu-

lously from branch to

With his tunic off, in his khaki shirt

he looked very boyish—and very young
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branch. With his tunic off, in his khaki

shirt he looked very boyish, very young.

It was only when he was wearing the tunic

with its double row of service ribbons that

Kay realized how many places he'd gone

to and how many things he'd done.

"Am I getting the tinsel right ?" he asked,

and Kay told him—once again with that

silly little catch in her voice
—

"It couldn't

be righter. You're the most wonderful

tree-trimmer in the world. You're the most

wonderful everything in the world."

You can't expect to keep a man on a

ladder after such a line! Bob was down

like a flash and had Kay in his arms.

"Let's not finish the tree just now," he

said. "Let's stand under the mistletoe so

I'll have an excuse to kiss you.''

"Do you need an excuse," queried Kay
demurely, "to kiss me?"

TWO young people, held close by the

magic of Christmas Eve, by the magic of

first love. Two young people—a boy in

olive drab, a girl in a scarlet wool frock,

standing in the shadow of a half-trimmed

Christmas tree. Not talking—although there

was so much to say—not daring to talk

for fear the magic would be broken. It may
have been a minute later, it may have been

almost an hour later, that Kay shook her-

self slightly as if she were coming out of

a deep dream and said : "We've got to get

on with that tree. We've got to put the

wreaths up. We haven't much time."

"Now, now," Bob warned her. "You

promised."

Kay corrected herself hastily. "We
haven't much time," she amended, "until

tomorrow . . . Everything's got to be

ready tomorrow. Tomorrow will be Christ-

mas ; this is only Christmas Eve."

"Tomorrow will always be Christmas,"

Bob told her. "Every day will always be

Christmas, when I'm with you"—and they

kissed each other swiftly, without benefit

of mistletoe, and then Bob climbed back on

the ladder and Kay started handing glass

balls and glass icicles up to him. "A blue

ball on that side," she ordered, "another one

just opposite, for balance ... A red ball

between the two silver ones . . . Now a

couple of the icicles."

"Icicles made of glass," Bob teased.

"Imitation icicles
—

"

"We have to make compromises," Kay
told him. "C'est le guerre! And sometimes

compromises are better. Glass icicles, for

instance, don't melt. Other compromises—

"

she hesitated ever so briefly
—

"strengthen

the character." All at once she was talking

very fast. "Let's plan out tomorrow, every

step of it, minute by minute, hour by hour."

"World without end, amen," finished Bob,

and with no note of irreverence. "Minute

by minute, hour by hour, world without ,

end ... Is the tree almost finished?"

Kay stood back and surveyed the brave

little hemlock with a critical eye. Its fresh

tinsel challenged her by its very freshness.

Its gay glass balls twinkled at 'her, its imi-

tation icicles said loudly that imitations are

sometimes best.

"Yes," she said, "I think the tree's fin-

ished, all except the candles . . . Do you
mind, Bob, that they're candles instead of

electric lights?"

"I prefer candles," Bob told her. "Candles

are old-fashioned and Christmas is old-

fashioned . . . Shall we light the candles

now or shall we save them until tomorrow ?'

"We'll light them now," Kay said hastily,'

"after we've hung the wreaths in the win-

dows. There are only two wreaths."

Bob said, "I like logical women even

though they are buttonfaced ! There are

only two windows." He snapped the candle-

holders on to the little twig like tips of each

branch. He fitted the candles into them and

then, making much ado of it, he hung the

wreaths in the window. "Now," he said,

"everything's done, done to a crisp. Lucky
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that we fastened the mistletoe up first; we
might have forgotten it."

"Any time you'd forget the mistletoe!"

Kay told him. "Now we'll light the candles

on the tree and we'll light a big candle in

the window to guide the Christ child. And
then we'll sit together and—and enjoy

everything."

The big candle that stood in the window

was red, the little candles on the tree were

red and white and blue and green. Bob
lighted everything with the same match

—

it was two feet long, that match ; it had

come in a gift box with a hundred matches

all of an equal length, to be used for light-

ing fires. He turned out the wall lights with

a quick little click, and then he had Kay
in his arms and was kissing her on the

mouth.

"Your mouth's like Christmas Eve," he

told her huskily, "it's like Christmas roses,

soft and warm and—" he broke off. "It'll be

something to remember when—

"

Kay said, speaking through a kiss, "Re-

member the promise!" And Bob said

quickly, "I'm a heel. Let's sit down on the

floor, quietly like kids, and we'll hold hands,

if you don't mind—

"

"I don't mind," threw in Kay.

"And plan," Bob went on.

"Tomorrow," breathed Kay.

SO they sat there like two kids, hand in

hand, and talked quietly—so quietly that it

was almost frightening. It was as if their

emotions were held in leash; it was as if

forces hung suspended, like the glass icicles,

ready to tinkle to the ground at the slight-

est touch. And as they sat there they

planned for tomorrow, planned meticulously,

minute by minute, hour by hour, world

without end.

"You'll go away tonight," Kay said,

"when you must . . . But you'll come back

—tomorrow—for breakfast."

"What'll you give me for breakfast?" Bob

asked. "I'm plenty fussy on Christmas."

"But every day is Christmas," Kay re-

minded him. "You said so yourself." She
ticked off a menu on her fingertips. "Waf-
fles, little sausages, scrambled eggs, toast,

coffee, lots of coffee, sugary doughnuts—

"

"To dunk?" Bob queried.

"If you feel that way," Kay nodded. "You
wouldn't want toast and marmalade, would
you—you wouldn't want oatmeal ?"

"With brown sugar, for rationing?" asked

Bob.

"Especially as brown sugar on oatmeal

is your favorite," Kay told him and sighed,

"Well, we'll have oatmeal. You win. After

breakfast
—

"

"We'll go to church," Bob told her.

"And we'll hold hands the way we're hold-

ing them now while the choir's singing

Christmas anthems, and then we'll walk in

the park and then we'll come home and
give each other our presents." He spoke as

if he had a sudden brilliant idea. "Let's do
the present-giving now," he suggested.

"Yes, let's," agreed Kay almost too

quickly. She fumbled in the pocket of her

red dress. "Here," she said, and handed a
little box to Bob.

Bob opened the box. It's contents glim-

mered dully in the candlelight. "An identi-

fication bracelet," he said. "Kay, how
swell!"

Kay told him, "On the back of it is a
heart and my name's in the heart. Don't
ever turn it over when anyone is around."

"I won't," promised Bob, "only when
I'm entirely alone." He handed Kay a box'

that was very small. "Here's your present,"

he said huskily.

Kay, with a little swift intake of breath,

opened her box. She said very low, "It's

my ring. Kiss it on for me, Bob."

Bob said, "And how." He slipped the

ring with its little stone which sparkled

like a dewdrop, or a tear, on to the third

finger of Kay's left hand. He kissed the
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ring—and the finger—tenderly. "There," he

said. "You'll wear your ring all day to-

morrow, won't you, Kay?"
"Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomor-

row," Kay told him, "all the tomorrows . . .

You'll wear your identification bracelet

tomorrow?"

"I'll wear it until—" Bob started, but

Kay's hand, her left hand, pressing against

his mouth cut off the rest of the sentence.

rRQM somewhere across the city a clock

was chiming. Once, twice, three times. Kay
whispered, "I'm holding my heart

—
" and

then she didn't say anything else until the

clock had finished with its eleventh chime.

"Well," she said, "in an hour it will be

Christmas Day."

"I'm due back at twelve," Bob told her,

"and it'll take me an hour to get there. Kay,

you may not hear from me for quite a
—

"

"Hush," Kay warned, "you promised

—

you did . . . I'll help you into your tunic

. . . I'll help you with your coat . . . Here's

your cap, darling."

Bob said, "Thanks. You're a swell little

helper, buttonface." Once again, while the

Christmas candles flickered, he took her

into his arms. But this kiss was very gentle.

"Goodbye," he said.

Kay said, "Not goodbye, dear, until to-

morrow." She stood with her hands tight

against her sides as the door of the apart-

ment opened and closed. And even when
the doer had closed and she'd heard the

elevator gate clang shut, in the hall out-

side, she didn't cry. She said aloud, in the

stillness of the room, "Only one week's

leave, that wasn't much, but I'm glad it was
the week before Christmas. He'll be start-

ing back toward active service tomorrow.

Tomorrow for us
—

" her voice was a

broken velvet icicle
—"may be a long way

off . . . But we can—wait for it."

Silently, one by one, she blew out the

candles on the tree, and went to the window
and stood back of the candle that would

guide the Christ child. She stood there and

watched a tall figure—just a black shape

in the darkness, really—cross the street.

"But I won't watch him out of sight,"

she said.

ivVSi&Y^i

?%*H6utdd Jltut cutd Seat 'Zfofee

&Y almost universal consent Jesus stands alone. When He was in the world many hated

Him, some loved Him. Even His brethren thought Him ridiculous and demented. But no

one ignored Him. He troubled men and He troubled the nation until they got rid of Him.

And then He came back to plague the world some more, until finally it was compelled

to make a little place for Him.

Today men love Him intensely and hate Him intensely. When He wanted to sit at the

peace table after the last war, He was thrown out. Men and nations went on devising

their own plans which were only expedients. He was worshiped in churches but His

religion was forgotten.

Once again, when the war is over, Jesus will offer Himself as the last and best hope

of mankind. For a time He has been entombed. But the best angels in men's natures

will roll the stone away and Jesus will step forth amidst the greatest crisis of the world's

history. Once again He will haunt men's hearts, play upon the consciences of nations,

and demand His place in the parliaments of men. The question still remains to be answered

as to whether our small hearts are big enough to contain Him.—Dr. Frederick K. Stamm



The grimness of duty does not prevent these
bluejackets adding Yule touch to their ship.

Lacking a reindeer, a pet doe named Bambi
is pressed into service at Farragut N.T.S.

(fl^ratmas

Infection of holiday spirit spreads

from highest-ranker to lowest boot

THERE'S something about^he spirit with

which men and women in the navy greet

the holy season of Christmas which makes

it a memorable experience to "all hands."

Throughout its history, the U. S. Navy
has recognized this season as an opportu-

nity for everyone to join in the spirit of

spreading "joy to the world." The infection

of the holiday spirit spreads from the high-

est-ranking officer to the boot observing his

very first Christmas as a member of the

nation's "first line of defense."

In peacetime, the humblest craft of the

navy had its own plan for a special Christ-

mas observance. The mightiest battleships

and cruisers vied with each other for honors

as the most brilliantly decorated ship afloat.

Chaplains on ships and stations had busy

schedules mapping out plans which would

permit all who wished to observe the an-

niversary of the Saviour's birth by worship-

The cook's proud of his own concoctions, but these seamen show a preference for his mother's cakes.
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By CHAPLAIN R. D. WORKMAN
Director, Chaplains' Division, Navy Department

ing at appropriate religious services. Com-
munications officers frequently started long

before the holiday itself with plans for

handling record volumes of Christmas mes-

sages which would be sent to other ships.

Special facilities were provided which would

enable men aboard to send greetings to their

families and friends ashore and aboard other

naval vessels.

Ship and station bands and choruses re-

hearsed for weeks in order to furnish spe-

cial musical programs appropriate to the

season. Yuletide cantatas and elaborate

tableaux were frequently arranged for

presentation to naval personnel and their

families and friends. Highlighting the whole

season for great numbers of the bluejackets

was the traditional ship's party for orphan

children. Ships in harbors of our own coast,

ships in foreign ports, and naval activities

ashore, both here and abroad, stage de luxe

Childhood
childhood

is reborn in this throwback to
and a sack-laden St. Nicholas.

WAVEs at N.A.T.T.C. at Norman, Okla.,
throw Christmas party for near-by orphanage.

Christmas caroling by cadets of the choir at U. S. Navy Pie-Flight School, Del Monte, California.
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Christmas parties with Santas arriving by-

airplane with gifts and toys for all and an

abundance of sweets and nuts for the orphan

guests.

Though the war has sharply curtailed the

time and manpower which can be spared

for the usual observances, the Christmas

spirit, rather than lessening in intensity,

has increased because of the self-sacrifice

which permeates observances which have

been held since this nation entered the war.

Last Christmas men and women of the

navy, marine corps, and coast guard took

time out from already overcrowded sched-

ules to attend divine services in unprece-

dented numbers. Chaplains everywhere re-

ported taxed facilities and unusual numbers

of individual services. Christmas 1943 wit-

nessed natives on tropical islands in the

Pacific joining battle-weary marines for

Christmas services held under cocoanut

palms, and shipyard workers pausing briefly

from work on the great hulls of naval ves-

sels under construction to hear brief but

impressive services conducted by chaplains

and civilian clergymen over the shipyard's

public address system. Men and women
within the continental limits joined civilian

families and friends to jamb naval shore

station chapels and civilian churches. Sea-

bees, bluejackets, coast guardsmen and sol-

diers in khaki crowded ancient Old World
cathedrals in the Mediterranean area on

Christmas Day, 1943.

In spite of the lack of shipping facilities

and disrupted mail service, packages, Christ-

mas greeting cards and messages were re-

ceived and sent literally from the "utmost

corners of the world."

Men aboard a group of the navy's big

warships in the Atlantic went without sugar

in their coffee, gave up desserts for two

weeks before Christmas in order that chil-

dren in recently liberated countries border-

ing the Mediterranean could have Christmas

candies and cookies.

Ships' cooks made barrels of candy and

mountains of cookies for distribution to

tattered, hungry Arab children and half-

starved Italian bambinos—many were chil-

dren who, for the first time in their lives,

enjoyed the thrills of a real Christmas party.

One naval construction battalion spent

several weeks and used up every scrap of

tin foil, every cigar box, every sheet of ply-

wood and every available tin can in the

vicinity of their camp to make toys and
gadgets which could serve as appropriate

gifts for orphans they entertained at a
Christmas party "somewhere overseas."

At naval hospitals in this country and at

advance bases, carolers sang for the sick

and wounded in wards. Red Cross workers,

nurses, chaplains, and welfare officers

planned special entertainments and pro-

vided gifts for those who failed to receive

mail from home.

Christmas 1944 will find more men and
women of the naval service away from
home than last year. More ships will be

far from home port than ever before in the

history of the navy. There will be more
naval activities on foreign soil than ever

before. -

But wherever are gathered men in the

service of their country, there will be the

spirit which characterizes Christmas as we
know and love it. Marines may decorate

cocoanut Christmas trees with scraps of

colored paper ; men in submarines may have

a folding Christmas tree only twelve inches

tall on the mess table ; and our men on tree-

less, windswept islands in the Aleutians

may have to build their own tree in order

to achieve an appropriate atmosphere.

But wherever these men are, there will be

no lack of remembrance. There will be

traditional "Merry Christmas" greetings

;

thoughts will be of home and loved ones;

in their hearts will be the humble grati-

tude of men giving thanks for God's most

precious gift—the gift of His Beloved Son.



By Sergeant

james j. Mcelroy

Marine Corps Combat Correspondent

Chaplain Harold A.

MacNeill discusses with

tzvo of the islands' "elders"

the plan for selecting ' students

Marines Finance Education of Natives
I70LUNTARY contributions by a group

f of United States Marines, stationed on a

Central Pacific atoll in the Gilbert Islands

with a Fourth Marine Air Wing unit, are

being used to educate numerous natives at a

missionary school.

The natives, selected by their elders, are

sent to another of the Gilbert Islands for a

year's training. At the completion of the

course, they return to this atoll and instruct

their fellow-villagers.

A year ago the natives were unaware

there was such a military organization as

the marines. At that time, a Jap garrison

force ruled this atoll. Then came Tarawa.

The Nipponese lost their stranglehold on

these islands. Other American successes

quickly followed, and subsequently a marine

assault force landed here.

Since their arrival, the marines have had

amicable relations with the natives. Many of

the Gilbertese have been employed on

American installations and they have

proved to be honest, friendly and sincere.

A group of Leathernecks, discussing

means to assist the natives at an informal

meeting conducted by Chaplain Harold A.

MacNeill, offered several suggestions.

"Why not send some of them to the train-

ing school?" one suggested. "It wron't be a

heavy expense, and we ought to be able to

meet it." His thought was readily accepted

and plans were formulated.

"From a missionary who has spent many
years on these islands, we learned a native

could be provided with board, transporta-

tion and a year's education for $20," Chap-

lain MacNeill said. The boys started a little

fund and it has grown until it now totals

more than $200. Six natives have already

been delegated to attend the school, and we
have a lengthy list of applicants. The school

is officially known as the "London Mis-

sionary Society Training Institute." It is

located at Peru, some distance from here.

The natives call the institute "Rongo
Rongo," which literally means "Report of

Going Out of Good News." This loosely is

their translation of the Gospel.

"Reverend and Mrs. George Eastman,

9
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who have done missionary work in these

islands for the past 30 years, direct the

institute. Since the outbreak of the war,

Reverend Mr. Eastman has been designated

a chaplain in the British Navy and the

society's 200-ton inter-island ship, the John

Williams V, has been commissioned a

vessel in His Majesty's Navy."

Chaplain MacNeill further explained the

John William V carries medical and reli-

gious supplies to the society's scattered mis-

sions in the Central Pacific.

"The voluntary contributions of these

marines and their unselfish motives cer-

tainly are concrete evidence they have not

flikU 2.mf
One of the first five books of the New

Testament begins with the same three

words as the book of Genesis. What are the

words? {John 1:1)

Mention four American cities named
after cities in Bible lands.

Paul was shipwrecked on the island of

Malta after a terrible storm. How long

did his ship drift before the wreck? (Acts

27:27)

American soldiers, in their Italian cam-

paign, occupied a small town on the Appian

Way called "Three Taverns." What fa-

mous preacher-evangelist is associated with

it in the New Testament? (Acts 28:15)

What was Christ's last command to his

followers? (Acts 1:8)

President Harding was named after a

famous Biblical teacher, under whom Paul

studied. It was Harding's middle name.

What was the name? (Acts 22:3)

forgotten the charitable instincts which

were inculcated in them in their early home
lives," Chaplain MacNeill said.

One of the most popular officers at this

Fourth Wing base, Chaplain MacNeill has

been with marine aviation units for the

past 15 iribnths. A native of Massachusetts,

he formerly served as pastor of the Ken-
sington Congregational Church, Kensing-

ton, N. H., and was director of religious

education at the Ashland Federated

Church, Ashland, Mass. Before entering

the service last year, he was pastor of the

Bethany Baptist Church, Pawtucket, R. I.

He is now on leave from that church.

By MARGARET E. SANCSTER

Quote the words of the angels' Christ-

mas song at Bethlehem, which DeWitt
Talmage called "the most important birth-

day song ever sung." (Luke 2:14)

A group of more than forty men in Jeru-

salem bound themselves by a great oath

not to eat or drink until they had killed a

certain Pharisee. Who was the man they

hated so bitterly and how did they come
out with their conspiracy? (Acts 23:12-23)

Editor's Note: The above quiz questions are
selected from The Bible Quiz Book by Margaret
E. Sangster, published by Lothrop Lee & Shepherd
Co., 419 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y., and are
used by permission of the copyright owner.

One of the shortest parables in the New I

Testament is the parable of the fig tree. It

takes up only thirty-five words, and can be

read in less than a quarter of a minute. Yet
very few people have memories good enough

to fill in the missing word in its introduc-

tory sentence : "Now learn a of the

fig tree." (Matt. 24:32)



ON CHOOSING A LIFE VOCATION
Some sound counsel to help you settle

one of your life's most vital problems

By CHAPLAIN EDGAR E. ACKERMAN

THERE are three major life-choices which

every man makes, the answer to which

determines how much total happiness and

satisfaction he will experience. They are his

choice of (1) a life philosophy, (2) a life

work, and (3) a life mate.

Because many of you who read this have

yet to decide what your life work shall be

we will here consider this business of in-

telligently choosing your life vocation.

Let it be said right off that nowhere do

we carry out a more sacred trust than

when we decide to what use we shall put

our God-given talents. We may be certain

also that in God's sight there are no

"sacred" and "secular" vocations. We are

used to the idea of a minister experiencing

a divine call to his work, but there is a

sense in which every man may experience

a divine call to his life work if he brings

to it a Christian approach. We shall here

consider five conditions of such a Christian

approach.

First, whatever work you choose to follow

should be a kind of work that'helps to build

and enhance life, not destroy or degrade it.

For example, I myself could not keep my
self-respect and be a commercial announcer

on many radio programs in our country,

dishing out "hokum" I do not believe in.

Neither would having any part in the pro-

duction or distribution of alocholic bever-

ages give me any inward satisfaction.

In other words, you must believe in the

genuine worth of what you are doing. You
should be able tc visualize the service you

are rendering or the product you are mak-
ing bringing joy and comfort and aid to

mankind.

Second, it should be that job for which
you are by nature and inclination best fitted.

You may be sure that whatever the will of

God is for your life it will be connected

with that for which you have the best

talent.

Never before in the history of the world

have so many fields of endeavor been open

to every conceivable talent which any hu-

man may possess. In fact, the field is so

immense it is bewildering, which is but an-

other reason why you should first of all nar-

row the field down to that type of work
for which you are best suited.

If a person will make use of the best

vocational tests that have so far been de-

vised, there is no excuse for him becoming

"a square peg in a round hole." It would

be an extremely wise investment to spend

twenty-five dollars, or more if need be, to

take such a dependable vocational test.

t
Where can you get in touch with such?

11
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Most of the large industrial concerns today
have a department in vocational guidance.

The art of advising men on their vocation

is itself one of the new vocations. Or you
might write or visit your state university,

all of which have departments in vocational

guidance. No price is hardly too great to

pay in order to keep from blindly stumbling
into your life work. Remember, its your
life work.

Seek Advice From the Successful

After I had thus narrowed down the
field to three or four specific jobs for which
I might be best fitted, I would then talk to

one or more persons in each of these jobs
who had made a fair success in his field.

Any such person, frankly, would feel flat-

tered and be more than willing to discuss
with you the preparation needed, oppor-
tunities offered and satisfactions experienced
in his chosen field—along with the pitfalls

to be avoided.

Third, your life work should be a work-
you thoroughly enjoy doing. What a trag-
edy if your work, which constitutes one-
third of your life, should be something you
detest doing, or at best can never become
enthused about! Yet how many make the
mistake of considering only one thing, and
that is entering that line of work where
they feel they can make the most money
with the least effort in the shortest length
of time. I hope no one who reads this will
ever make that stupid blunder. Certainly
your work is a means of keeping you and
yours alive, but it is much more than that

:

it is an end in itself—indeed, one of the
highest ends of life.

Here it might also be well to mention
the smug middle-class prejudice that causes
some to think there is something more dis-
tinguished about a white-collar job than an.
overall job. I think of a relative of mine,
with the mind and hands of an artisan,'

who I know is fitted for and would thor-

oughly enjoy some type of work in which
he uses his hands in some skilled labor,
artistic or mechanical. But being brought
up in the middle-class tradition that a
white-collar job represents the acme of
human ambition, he started out as a bank
clerk, became a bond salesman in the busi-
ness boom prior to '29, lost his job in the
depression and has never found himself
since, as far as his work is concerned.

If you take no joy in your work, you may
be sure you will try to make up for it in
other areas of life and thereby come, for
one thing, to exaggerate the worth of
"escape" type of recreation. Or you might
(unconsciously, of course) expect your wife
to make up for the joy you are not getting
out of your work and put a load of ex-
pectancy upon her she is unable to -fulfill

;

then you would consequently become dis-
gruntled with your home life, and no one
can say what tragedy might finally result
from that condition.

Fourth, set up for yourself the highest
standards possible in your work. There is

nothing nobler in God's creation than a
man who is imbued with a high sense of
fidelity and integrity toward his work, no
matter how humble that work may appear
to people who don't know any better. I

would ten times rather be a good shoe-
maker than a doctor who botches his work,
or a conscientious and efficient janitor than
a bungling school teacher.

Pay the Price tor Preparation

Among other things this means that you
should be willing to pay the price for ade-
quate preparation. It matters not if it be a
six-months course in some industrial school
or a six-year course to prepare you for
some profession. Get that preparation! If
you are now in your late twenties, you may
feel that time is too short to take time out
to attend school, especially if you are mar-
ried or plan to be married soon. To which
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the answer is, "So what?" Married stu-

dents make some of the best records. With

the financial assistance the government is

offering to all ex-service men who are try-

ing to further their education, you have

nothing to worry about. You have at least

an expectancy of from thirty-five to forty

years of useful work ahead of you. Would
it not be worth while to spend four to six

years, if need be, out of that forty for the

preparation that would enable you to that

rmuch more enjoy the remaining thirty-four

years ?

I think here of one Dr. Albert Schweitzer,

a professor in theology and a world-

renowned musician, who, after passing the

age of thirty, decided to dedicate his life to

the healing of the bodies as well as the

spirits and minds of the primitive tribes of

the Belgian Congo—and to that end began

attending a medical school that would en-

able him to become a Doctor of Medicine.

Think of Jesus. We may say, in a sense,

that He spent the first thirty years of His
life in preparing for three years of active

ministry. But what an unspeakable debt

the wyorld owes to those three years

!

Fifth, be alive to the whale picture of

the human enterprise into which your work

fits. Be a man of more than one interest.

Right now I am reading the biography of

Paul Revere who, I was surprised to dis-

cover, was one of the best silversmiths of

his day. But we who have read our high-

school histories know he had other interests

as well. To know how to forget your work
is as important as to be able to lose your-

self in your work. In that way you will not

become a bore to your family and your

friends, and at the same time, by forgetting

your work completely at times, you will

return to it with new freshness and appre-

ciation. Do not become the all-too-typical

business man who, so to speak, takes his

A MESSAGE TO THE STUDENT IN UNIFORM

^^HAT ARE YOUR postwar plans? Better not count on returning to the same old job,

same old town, same old world. The war is making a difference not only in you but in

the total life of the nation. It is speeding up the solution of some social problems; it is

creating many new and bigger ones.

If you are fighting in this war just to "get it over with" you may be disappointed. Such
problems as unemployment, race and class conflict, and imperialism may be in greater

evidence when you come marching home than when you were called up. Something more
than a military victory is required if we are to get at these causes of war. Many of us on
the home front are seeking to win the battles against these national and international

evils. We will need your help when you return, not only to help create systems of

government, business and international organization which will make for peace, but in

the creation of the peace spirit itself.

Some of you will have seen with your own eyes the ways in which the Church around
the world has been creating this peace spirit, and thereby helping set up a better world.

Many of you have already written that you plan to take training after you are discharged

to fit yourselves as missionaries among the peoples of the lands or islands where you are

now fighting. You will be glad to know that the sending agencies of the churches are

looking to the armed forces as one of the sources of the thousands of overseas workers

who will be needed for replacements and to open new work at the close of the war.

There may be a place for you in the Church's program.

Get missions into your postwar planning by writing for lists of openings, and training

qualifications. Contact your church or get in touch with Winburn T. Thomas, General

Secretary, Student Volunteer Movement, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City 10, N. Y.
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office home with him. Remember that

though your life work constitutes one-third

of your life, it does not constitute three-

thirds of it. It should not and cannot be a
substitute for a happy home life or a satis-

factory religious life.

The New Testament says, "What we
shall be doth not yet appear." And modern
psychology backs up that insight with the

discovery that most of us are only half

alive, hardly scratching the surface of our
possibilities. So may I, without apology,

put in a "plug" for a healthy religious life.

A man who is at peace with God and in

constant communion with Him will discover

within himself unknown creative capacities.

Nowhere has this been more dramatically
demonstrated than in the life of that great
Negro scientist and saint, George Wash-
ington Carver. When asked what was the
secret of his startling success with the
humble peanut, he sincerely and soberly
replied, "Each morning I ask God, 'God,
what is it you have to say to me through
this peanut, today?'" And apparently God
had plenty to say to him through the hum
ble peanut, for he transformed it into the
Cinderella of agricultural products.

Said Jesus, "I work hitherto and my Fa-
ther worketh." You too can say that if you
have a Christian approach to your life

vocation.

• Insurance taken out by American servicemen
totals more than $117,000,000,000.

• The Army and Navy Department of the
Y.M.C.A. has distributed 17,015,522 pieces of
literature to men and women in the armed
services since the beginning of the war. During
the first seven months of 1944, literature dis-

tribution averaged slightly more than one million

pieces a month.

• The ten most common names in the Army
are, in order, Smith, Johnson, Brown, Miller,

Jones, Davis, Wilson, Anderson, Martin and
Taylor.

• There are only two large cities in Burma

—

Rangoon with 500,800 people and Mandalay
with 163,000.

• Insatiably curious Dr. Gallup recently took a
poll of Bible readers and has announced that
they are increasing in numbers, and that the
biggest increase is among young readers.

In 1942 U. S. Bible readers totaled 59 per
cent of the population. Last year they jumped
to 64 per cent. One person in ten reads the
Bible daily.

In the 21-29-year-old group, only 48 per cent
read the Bible in 1942; last year 57 per cent
read it.

Bible reading increases with age. In the 30-
49-year group, 60 per cent said they read the
Bible; of those over 50, 71 per cent read it.

Women read the Bible more constantly than
men; farmers more often than city folk.

Highest proportion of Bible readers lives in

the South; lowest proportion in New England,
the Middle Atlantic States.

• An armored division in action requires each
day 1,300,000 pounds of gasoline, 1,200,000
pounds of ammunition, 70,000 pounds of food.

• The largest annua! net membership increase
during nearly a quarter of a century, and the
largest total membership during the 238 years
of organized Presbyterian ism in this country,
are reported this year by the Presbyterian Church
in the United States of America. The annual
statistics of the church show a net gain during
the year ended March 31, 1944, of 46,222,
which is the largest increase since 1921, and an
inclusive membership of 2,098,091. Last year
the total was 2,051,869. An increase from 72,072
to 93,560 was recorded in the number of church
members received during the year on profession
of their Christian faith. A gain from 50,026 to
56,169 was reported also in members received
on certificates of transfer from other churches.

i



THE COMMUNIQUE
from the National Office

of the SMCL this Decem-
ber is a Christmas message.

It cannot be the usual

"Merry Christmas" be-

cause most of you will be

in unusual places and

"Peace on earth good will

toward men" may seem far

removed.

The Link family now
numbers one and a quarter

million service men and
women. That many people

read this publication each

month. You are stationed in Europe, Asia,

Africa, Australia, South America, North
America and on each of the Seven Seas.

You are now in the battle zones or at bases

ready for battle
;
you are in hospitals, on

ships, at training centers, or wherever the

army, navy, coast guards and marines are

stationed. You include privates, corporals,

sergeants, captains, generals—and even sec-

ond lieutenants. You include ordinary sea-

men, petty officers, lieutenants, captains and

admirals. You make up The Link family,

and to you we send an affectionate Christ-

mas greeting.

You are not just readers of a magazine.

You are the men and women in uniform

who are keeping alive your Christian faith

to give strength and service to the Church

in the future. You are not just readers
;
you

comprise a fellowship of the Service Men's

Christian League and become the Christian

leaven to permeate the rank and file of the

army and navy.

This Christmas members and friends of

SMCL will worship the Christ Child in

almost every spot of the entire globe.

Imagine a group stationed in Palestine

called to worship hy the bells from Bethle-

hem, or another group transforming a stable

in Italy into a worship, center, or still an-

Staff and Officers

SERVICE MENS
CHRISTIAN LEAGUE

other in the South Pacific,

with nothing familiar in

their surroundings to indi-

cate Christmas in the usual

way. To you all, wherever
you may be, this issue of

The Link brings you a

very special greeting.

Christmas will be a dif-

ficult and perhaps a sad

season to many people. Not
only to you away from
home, but also to those at

home who live in the same
house, at the same address,

but without the same peo-

ple. Christmas means home and loved ones,

and the warmth that radiates eternally from

hearts deeply in love. You and your wife,

your mother and father, all will have an

"unusual" Christmas this year.

However, because Christmas will be "un-

usual," it may be the most significant

December 25th you have ever spent. The
importance of Christmas is not the Christ-

mas tree, nor the plum pudding, nor the

candy, nor even the gifts. It is rather the

outpouring of love from one heart to an-

other, until "even the least" may find "peace

on earth," and good will may be planted

in the heart of mankind.

Poor is the man or woman who will

allow this "unusual" Christmas to separate

him in spirit from his loved ones back home.

Instead, the love that was born into the

world on Christmas day should strengthen

every family tie and make inconsequential

every mile which causes separation.

When, in the spirit of the Christ child,

you bring joy into the heart of someone
else, no matter how far away he or she may
be, then indeed you are keeping Christmas.

That is our Christmas message to you all.

And, as Tiny Tim said, "God bless you,

everyone."

—Ivan M. Gould, General Secretary
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DIA PER

When WILLIAM L. STIDCER doubled in nursing

SOON after the Atlanta-bound train on

which I was a passenger pulled out from

Washington, I noticed a very weary-looking

young mother holding a chubby baby boy

in her arms. The little rascal was not old

enough to toddle along the aisle of the car,

as many of them were doing. His mother

appeared tired and exhausted beyond en-

durance. Being a grandfather of two husky

boys, my heart went out to that girl long

before I could get up the nerve to offer my
services to her.

"She may think that you are just a fresh

old bald-headed wolf-in-sheep's-clothing,"

I argued with myself. "She may turn you

down flat and humiliate you if you offer to

take her baby and give her a rest."

For several hours after my first impulse

to relieve her of that baby-burden I thus

argued with my more cautious self. Then,

when I saw her almost drop the baby as

she struggled to fight off sleep, I took my
nerve in my clumsy hands, walked across

the aisle and said in a grandfatherly tone:

"You look tired."

"I am tired, dreadfully tired, Mister.

I've come all the way from Seattle in a

day coach with this husky in my arms."

"On the way to see your husband in a

camp?" I queried.

"Yes, I wanted him to meet Jimmie be-

fore he goes overseas. He had never seen

our baby," she said wearily.

16

"Why not. let me take the little fellow

while you try to get some rest?" I asked.

At that I reached out my arms for the

boy, and he instinctively responded to a

fatherly old codger with an eagerness which

thrilled me and reassured his mother. Her
face expressed overwhelming gratitude as

she relaxed her tired arms. She dropped

off almost immediately into a profound

sleep, from which she did not waken for

four hours.

And four hours was a little more than

I, in my generous gesture, had actually

counted on. I got along all right for the

first ten minutes, for I carried the youngster

up and down the aisle, displaying his charms

to the whole car. They smiled, and some
were rude enough to laugh.

Where Angels Would Fear to Tread

Then suddenly I realized why some of

the more discriminating were laughing, or

rather I felt why they were laughing. I

knew then that I had a problem on my
inexperienced hands, one on which I had

certainly not counted when I made my
impulsive offer. That boy had absolutely no

consideration for the fact that it had been

a quarter of a century since his present

"nurse maid" had changed a diaper. I didn't

have the nerve to awaken that weary moth-

er, so I decided to do what I could on

my own. After a hurried search through an
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open bag that was laying on top of the

girl's suitcase, and which seemed to be for

just such emergencies, I found a diaper

and frantically started for the men's room.

The room was crowded with soldiers. My
face felt crimson, but I muttered to myself

:

"Who am I to let a few soldiers worry
me?" That's what I said to myself, but that

wasn't the way it worked out.

The Forgotten Finesse of Folding

I got the wet diaper off all right; any-

body could do that. But my troubles began

when I attempted to put one of those clean

napkins back on the baby. I had forgotten

how to fold it with the. proper finesse, and

to save my life I couldn't get it manipu-

lated so that it closed the gap and covered

his nakedness. I laid that baby on his

tummy, then turned him over on his back.

I held him in my left arm and struggled to

adjust the diaper with my right hand—but

no success. No baby ever squirmed as that

one did, and I was fearful he would be

bayoneted with a crooked pin. The situa-

tion was desperate and I was burning up

with confusion.

By that time the soldiers were kidding

me unmercifully. One of them said to an-

other : "That old bald-head ought to be

ashamed of being the father of a baby that

young. Serves him right." Another said,

"You would think he'd have more sense

than to travel in these days with a baby

that young."

For as long as possible I stood the raz-

zing, then I let loose on that gang with

righteous indignation. At first they laughed

all the harder at my dilemma. Then, when
it finally dawned on them that I was caring

for a soldier's baby while his wife rested

after her long jaunt from Seattle, one big

clean-cut chap took pity, walked over and

wTith an air of authority said : "Here, give

me that diaper ; I'll show you how to do it.

I have three of my own, and all I've been

doing on my leave is changing diapers

—

morning, noon and night."

The rest of the crowd laughed, but he

did the job with an expert's touch. I said

to him, "Son, if you are half as good at

your duties as a soldier, they ought to make
you a colonel in a month or two." With
that he grinned and said, "I am a colonel."

Because his coat was off, I had not seen

the insignia

!

At that moment a general entered the

room and took in the situation. He watched
the colonel and grinned. Evidently they

were friends, and as he looked on he re-

marked, "Colonel, I shall have to recom-
mend you for the Distinguished Service

Medal, for you have certainly gone outside

the line of duty to perform this good deed."

On three other occasions during the young
mother's sleep, the colonel helped me out

with his superior wisdom and recent expe-

rience.

After she awoke, I handed the lad over

to his mother with a sense of pride and
weariness. "Here he is, my girl, safe and
sound and, what is more, clean. We changed

him four times while you slept."

"Who changed him?" she asked, looking

incredulously at me.

"The colonel and me—mostly the colonel,"

I replied.

She broke into gales of laughter. "Wait
until I tell his daddy that a colonel changed

his son. That will be a real story
!"

"This Is What We're Fighting For!"

Later I brought the colonel in and in-

troduced them. The officer took the baby a

minute, and their capers together proved

they were now old friends. As we converged

there together, it dawned on me suddenly

that this was what made our army great

—

its democracy, its humaneness, its ability

to handle unusual emergencies, its sense of

good old American comradeship.

"After all, this is what we're fighting
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for," declared the colonel
—

"wives and

babies and home. This is what the boys are

fighting to get back to. And it's worth it!"

When I bade farewell to that mother in

Atlanta, I said to her: "That's America

for you—having the honor of a colonel to

change your baby's diapers is something

that couldn't happen in any other army on

this earth."

"To say nothing of the honor the colonel

had in doing it for Jimmy," she quipped

laughingly.

Out of that experience for me came a
new respect for this nation and its armed
forces. Many times since, this thought has

come to me: So long as a thing like that

can happen, this nation is safe and sound

at its core.

h< CRACKING WISE J»»

S/lc: "What's' that gurgling noise?"

WAVE : "It's me, trying to swallow

your line."

**

Army doctor : "Have you any physical

defects?"

Selectee: "Yes, sir, no guts."

A young midshipman reported to the

commanding officer of a battleship for duty.

The CO. was a gruff old sailor who had

worked his way up through the years. He
sized up the young man with anything but

a friendly air, and said, "Well, young one,

I suppose that, as usual, they've sent the

fool of the family to sea."

"Oh, no, sir !" replied the midshipman,

"they changed all that since your time, sir."

Officer : "Drat it, man, I've forgotten

the pass-word. You know me well enough."

Sentry : "But you must have it, sir."

Voice from the guard-house : "Don't

stand there arguing all night. Shoot him!"

Asked the recruit, "What's on the menu?"
Replied the cook, "Oh, we have hun-

dreds of things to eat tonight."

And the recruit, "What are they, please?"

And the cook, "Beans."

As one navy craft sailed out into the

English Channel on the eve of D-day, the

skipper called the crew together and de-

livered a lecture on fear.

"Fear," he said, "is a very healthy
thing."

A third-class yeoman near the front spoke
up. "Cap'n," he said, "you're lookin' at the

healthiest sailor in the United States Navy."

Barber: "Was your tie red when you
came in?"

GI : "Of course not."

Barber: "Gosh!"

Soldier: "If you please, sir, I'd like to

have a three-months' leave."

Officer : "Oh, yeah ? You'd have to be in

this man's army quite a while to get that

much leave, even if they were all put

together."

Soldier: "Okay, sir, let it go. Just

thought I'd put all my begs into one ask-it."

Fat Soldier : "From the looks of you,

one would think there's a food shortage in

this camp."

Thin Soldier : "And from the looks of

you, one would think you had caused it."



tkete is n* suck CotnmaMHtnmt
Bothered by the "Thou shalt not kill"

dictum? Then you need to read this!

By CHAPLAIN ALBERT N. CORPENING

1ITOT long ago I read a news note to the

Jj effect that the American Revised Ver-

sion of the Bible was being revised again

and would be published at some date in the

autumn of 1944. Immediately my mind flew

to the Ten Commandmnets. "How will the

Sixth Commandment be translated?" I

asked myself. "Will it again conceal the

meaning and assist in keeping people in

ignorance for the next three hundred years,

as has the translation of this passage in the

King James Version? Or will it come out

in the open and correct an error that has

kept hundreds of thousands of Christians

from performing their civic duty and has

brought a sense of guilt upon thousands of

others who did?"

At the time of its translation, the King

James Version was intended only as the

authorized Scriptures for the use of the

Church of England which, up to that time,

had retained the Latin Vulgate as its

authorized Scriptures. When King James

ordered an English translation, it was
natural that their then authorized Latin

version would be a most powerful factor

in its wording, more powerful than either

the Hebrew or the Greek, from which the

Latin had been translated.

This was especially true in the translation

of the ' Sixth Commandment. The Latin

had two words for "kill." It had no dis-

tinctive word meaning "murder." As with

our word "kill," one was unable to de-

termine whether the act was murder, man-
slaughter, or purely accidental. It was im-

possible to determine the motive except by

context. Lacking that, we are utterly in the

dark as to their meaning.

For example, we read today in a news-

paper that a man killed his child. We won-
der if he did it with his fist, with a ham-
mer, with an ax, or with a gun. Or did he

fling the child across the room, breaking its

head or its back? Was he drunk or sober?

Was it murder or manslaughter, or was it

purely accidental ? From the statement, "He
killed his child," we are unable to say.

Actually, the context says that the child

ran behind his car as he was backing it

into the garage. He had thought she had
gone into the house.

The Sixth Commandment translated from
the Latin had to be "Thou shalt not kill,"

for it had no word for murder. So also is

the translation of the Sixth Commandment
in the King James Version.

The Hebrew "ragah," meaning "murder,"

was used. Those who broke the Command-
ment by committing murder were given

capital punishment, were killed ("haragh").

The Greek Old Testament translated the

Sixth Commandment, "Thou shalt not

murder" ("ou phoneuseis") and "put to

death by sentence of the law" ("thanato")

those who murdered.

In the Greek Nezv Testament, in every

instance that the Commandment is quoted,

19
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the word for "murder" is used (Matt. 5 :21

;

Matt. 19 :18 ; Mark 10:19; and Luke 18 ;20).

Actually then, basing the translation on

the Hebrew and the Greek instead of the

Latin, there is no such commandment as

"Thou shalt not kill." It is and always has

been, "Thou shalt not murder," although a

translation made three hundred years ago

has made a multitude of people think dif-

ferently.

If this is true, you ask, how have other

modern scholars translated it?

I have before me the latest edition of the

"Prayer Book, Abridged for Jews in the

Armed Forces of the United States." On
page 322, the Sixth Commandment is writ-

ten, "Thou shalt not murder." An examina-

tion of the Episcopal Prayer Book for

Service Men has the same usage.

Moulton, in his "Modern Reader's Bible,"

has translated the Old Testament references

(Exodus 20:13 and Deuteronomy 5:17),

"Thou shalt do no murder," but has fol-

lowed the conventional "kill" in the New
Testament.

Fenton's "The Holy Bible in Modern
English" has the Commandment in the Old

Testament reading, "You shall not mur-

der," and in the New Testament, "Do not

murder" and "You shall not murder."

"The Shorter Bible," translated by

Charles Foster Kent, Charles Cutler Torrey

and others, uses "You shall not murder" in

Exodus 20 and Matthew 5.

"The Bible, An American Translation,"

by J. M. P. Smith and others, in the Old
Testament has the Commandment written

thus : "You must not commit murder." The
translator of the New Testament was J.

Edgar Goodspeed. His translation of Mat-

thew 5:21 and 19:18 is, "You shall not

murder." In Mark 10:19, it is, "Do not

murder." In Luke 18 :20, he uses the tradi-

tional, "Do not kill."

Moffatt translates the Commandment
both in Exodus and Deuteronomy, "You
shall not murder."

What shall we conclude from all this ?

There is little choice. The weight of the

opinion of modern scholarship is that this

Commandment is a prohibition of "murder."

Again I say, there is no such Command-
ment as "Thou shalt not kill." The Com-
mandment is and always has been, despite

some translations to the contrary, "Thou
shalt not murder." For that reason, it is my
earnest hope that the revised American
Revised Version and other future versions

will come out in the open and help correct

an error that has kept hundreds of thou-

sands of Christians from performing their

civic and other duties and has brought a

sense of guilt upon thousands of others who
did.

dJW%J>
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fT SOLDIER named William Post recently sent this letter in rhyme to the girl back

home. We think it expresses something of a universal reaction to army life—to say

nothing of an equally universal longing to get back home:
"Sitting on my CI bed, my CI hat upon my head, my CI pants, my CI shoes, everything

free, nothing to lose; CI razor, CI comb—but CI wish that I were home! They issue

everything we need—paper to write on, books to read. They issue food to make us grow

—but CI want a long furlough! Everything free, nothing to buy, your belt, your shirt,

your CI tie. You eat your food from a CI plate, and spend your funds at a CI rate. It's

CI this, and CI that; CI haircut, CI hat. Everything is Government Issue—but CI sure

would like to kiss you!"



The Service Men's Christian League in action at

NAVAL AIR STATION, ATLANTIC CITY <\/f\
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Editor's Note: Some issues back, mention was

made of a CI at Anzio who wrote to inform us

of a "beachhead stalemate" that was bothering

a Service Men's Christian League unit meeting

regularly between battles at that hot-spot. The

boys couldn't settle among themselves this ques-

tion: "Where did Cain get his wife?" Chaplain

Harold L. Proppe, taking note of this mention,

determined to write an answer to end all an-

swers to the perennial puzzler. Here it is:

» This is an old question. It keeps coming

up. Contrary to popular belief, the Bible is

not silent on the subject, but directly and

indirectly tells us where Cain got his wife.

Before we study the verses in the Bible

bearing on the subject, we need to keep in

mind some facts. One is that Cain and all

his relatives lived in what we today call

the Orient. In the Orient, persons marry

very young, or, as in many instances, older

men marry girls while they are still very

young. Another thing to remember is that

married couples of that day had large

families. Th'e third thing to remember is

that, while the incidents and experiences in

the Bible are Oriental in nature, the record-

ing and preserving of those experiences and

incidents are Jewish in viewpoint. In gene-

alogy, the Jewish viewpoint is to record

only the male members of the families,

never the females. There were hardly any

exceptions. Then, too, it is a custom for

cousins to marry.

Keeping these facts and principles in

mind, let us look at some verses in Genesis.

22

Look first at Genesis 5 :4. "And the days

of Adam after he had begotten Seth were

800 years : and he begat sons and daugh-

ters." Study carefully the clause, "and he

begat sons and daughters." Adam and Eve
had other children besides Cain, Abel, and

Seth. There were daughters.

2. In Genesis 4:1 we read, "And Adam
knew Eve his wife; and she conceived, and

bare Cain, and said, T have gotten a man
from the Lord.' " This does not necessarily

mean that Cain was the first child. The
first child may have been a girl. Jews, in

making a genealogy, would begin with the

male member of the family tree—hence

Cain is mentioned by name, but not so with

any daughters Adam and Eve had.

3. That the population of the world in-

creased very rapidly in the Orient, we
know from Malthus' law.

That there were thousands of other per-

sons, male and female, living at the time

Cain was seeking a wife is clearly indi-

cated in the following Scriptural verses.

Genesis 4:14—"Behold Thou hast driven

me out this day from the face of the earth

:

and from Thy face shall I be hid : and I

shall be a fugitive and a vagabond in the

earth ; and it shall come to pass, that every-

one that findeth me shall slay me." Mark
carefully the clause, "It shall come to pass

that everyone that findeth me shall slay

me." If Adam and Eve were the only other

persons in the world then, Abel being dead,

of whom then was Cain afraid?

Genesis 4:15—"And the Lord said unto

him, 'Therefore whosoever slayeth Cain,

vengeance shall be taken on him sevenfold.'

And the Lord set a mark upon Cain, lest

any finding him should kill him." Here God
is speaking, and we ask again, to whom do

the words ^'whosoever slayeth Cain" refer?

Surely there were other persons present in

the area where Cain lived to whom the

"whosoever" applied. Again, to whom was

God referring when he declared, "Lest any
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finding him should kill him"? Who was

there present to find Cain and slay him?

Why did God set a mark upon Cain? If

there were no other persons living in the

area at the time Cain was driven, by his

own sins, away from God's altar, would it

not have been simple just to warn Adam
without marking Cain?

The Holy Spirit, in superintending the

recording of the events, saw to it that the

right language was used to indicate clearly

r that the human race had multiplied itself to

such an extent that an unknown number of

persons lived in the vicinity to which Cain

went to begin life anew.

When the light of all the facts are gath-

ered together and focused upon the old

question, "Cain's wife—where did he get

her ?" the answer is : Cain had the oppor-

tunity to court some 500 to 1,000 girls be-

fore he popped the question.

Oh SuacCcuf Iftoctte- {fa*ty
In our barracks the other, night the question

came up as to whether it was wrong to attend

movies on Sunday. We had quite an interesting

discussion, but arrived at no definte conclusion.

Before I came into the army, I was under the

impression that Sunday movies were out of the

question. However, I now have found that they

may have some definite advantages. I want to

do what is right and would certainly appreciate

a little advice.

—

Pvt. William R. Korman.

» The question of going to the movies on

Sunday is tied up with the whole "what to

do on Sunday" situation which recurs

weekly for all Christians.

I think the first step is to give Sunday

the name by which it was called by the

early Christians, "the Lord's Day." (See

Rev. 1:10.) Then the question becomes:

"If I acknowledge one day of the week as

the Lord's Day, what shall I do with it?"

The new title for the day will obviously

clear up some of the questions.

Christians differ about observing the

Lord's Day. Some spend it entirely in

worship, reading, meditation, visiting those

who need companionship, and in what has

been called "errands of mercy." Others

broaden its meaning and make it not only a

day of worship but also a day of rest, as

prescribed in the Old Testament Sabbath

laws. The long nap. on Sunday afternoon

is almost a ritual in some families. The
day is thus kept holy and restful as the

commandment regarding the Sabbath indi-

cates it should be kept.

But recreation is a part of rest for many
people—and here the problems arise. Par-

ticipation in and attendance upon sports

events, riding through the scenic country-

side, attending musical programs, and,

finally, going to the movies—all these may
be beneficial forms of recreation and relaxa-

tion. As such, do they fit into the highest

conception of this, the Lord's Day?
My answer may not suit or please you,

but this is it : I may do anything on the

Lord's Day which I feel will show that

He is my Lord and which will prepare me
for being a better Christian during the

other six days of the week—which, for the

Christian, are also His. For me this means
no movies or sports events on Sunday; in

m> case it means worship, reading, resting,

music, walks and conversations with my
friends, calling on the sick, and several

other items which I haven't time for on
other days. I postpone to this day activities

which I know I shall enjoy.

I keep reminding myself that if the day
were my day I might treat it as I treat

every other day and do pretty much as I

please. But I call it the Lord's Day, and I

make an effort to do what He pleases with

my time. If I spend this day right, the

other days are more enjoyable. Tomorrow
I can go to the movies ; today there are

better things to do ! Let -us change the

verse of Scripture a bit : "This is the day

we have made for the Lord; let us rejoice

and be glad in it."

—

Chaplain Frederick

W. Cropp, Jr.



Maid the Piled to- the QUapJxun:

"You Sure Have to Believe..."

THE chaplain, on his first airplane ride, asked the pilot if the plane had not turned from

its course at a certain point. The pilot admitted that perhaps it had veered a bit, then

followed that admission with an expression that the chaplain will never forget. He said,

"You sure have to believe those instruments !"

By way of further explanation, the pilot said that if you try to steer your course by

what you think is the right direction you will soon be lost. In other words, faith (or

trust) is essential in even so scientific and materialistc an operation as the piloting of an

eight-ton aircraft

!

"You sure have to believe those instruments." In other words, it does not make much

difference what the passenger thinks, but it does make all the difference in the world

whether or not the pilot is flying according to the instruments on the plane

!

According to the law of gravity, operating in the physical universe, all objects will fall

to earth. But that enormous eight-ton plane remained aloft for over three hours and

traveled 500 miles, without once touching the ground, from one airport to the other. How
could such a thing be possible? Because man has learned how to utilize certain other

laws, which enable him to overcome the force of gravity and, as it were, to nullify the

effect of it.

There are certain laws in the spiritual universe which are just as binding and effective

in their sphere as the laws governing natural phenomena. One of those laws is : "The

soul that sinneth, it shall die." It is possible to overcome the force of that law by bringing

into operation another law, just as the airplane overcomes the force of gravity.

"He who knew no sin was made sin for us, that we might be made the righteousness of

God in Him." When the Saviour died on the Cross, as a sacrifice for our sins, He set in

operation certain spiritual laws and forces which overcame the force of that law pronounc-

ing eternal death on the soul of the sinner. When you see the "miracles" that science has

enabled man to perform, you should have no difficulty at all in believing that God can

perform miracles ! Whether you understand all about aerodynamics or not, you can still

enjoy the airplane ride with a trusted pilot in a safe plane.

As soon as an individual begins to utilize the power provided, he finds that he is saved,

and by "believing in those instruments" he makes his journey safely to his eternal destina-

tion. No one ridicules the pilot for his faith in his plane and its instruments. In fact, he

would be ridiculed if he did no t have faith in them. Instruments, even the best, have been

known to go wrong. But "it is impossible for God to lie." "Believe on the Lord Jesus

Christ and thou shalt be saved."

—Chaplain F. W. Haberer in the Century Sentinel, Ft. Bragg, N. C.
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EVERYMAN'S BO

Are you amazed to discover the Bible

in strange places and strange lingoes

all over the world? Here's how come

By MARGARET T. HILLS
Librarian, The American Bible Society

WITH you American service men scat-

tered all over the world from Attu and

Boston, England, to Yochow and New
Zealand, you are certain to run into a great

many people whose talk sounds utterly in-

comprehens ible.

Just for illustration let's look at the

fighting area between Manipur and Myit-

kyina and Teng-yueh. North of the Mani-

puri in those rugged mountains live the

Nagas, who speak such dialects as Angami,

Ao, Lhota, Sema and Zeme and Tangkhul

;

south of them are the Chins, whose dialects

are Hakka, Areng Khumi, Kamhow,
Thado-Kuki and Vaiphei. That their dia-

lects differ is shown by the various names

for God among them

—

Tamenh-i, Pafhen-

nin, Varivarana or Tsungreme. Eastward,

around Myitkyina and Bhamo live the

Kachin, while over in the Salween River

valley are people so strangely named as

Lisu, Shan, and, moving down the valley,

the Wa, Hkun, Kaw and Lahu. And they

all have some part of the Bible in their

own tongues.

How come? Because young men, and

often young women too, have been drawn to

those remote, really God-forsaken regions,

to bring just such people God's Word. The
missionaries bring a new Book, but be-

fore the people can understand it the mis-

sionaries must put it into their speech,

which they must learn themselves.

When you first find yourself among

people speaking an unknown language you
cannot separate the sounds into words, let

alone meanings. But you can make a be-

ginning by picking up objf ts and using

simple gestures, although ' ~ome parts of

the world one does not point with the

finger, but with the lips ! From there you
can, if you have the patience and persistence

of a termite, go on to working out the

structure or grammar of a language, its

more involved expressions and words. You
also have to learn all you can about the

customs and ideas of the people. Some of

them get tired of your eternal questions and

curiosity, but you have to know what their

own words mean to them before you can

start translating even a small part of the

Bible.

It takes long, intensive stud}'' to work out

the skeleton of an unknown language.

As for writing, a good many languages

of India and China, and of course Europe,

already had systems of writing, or scripts,

when Bible translations were undertaken,

but for those that don't the missionary has

to devise one. While some very ingenious

scripts have been developed using various

kinds of curves and angles, most mission-
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aries choose roman letters, although they

often have to employ special letters or ac-

cents to differentiate pronunciations of re-

lated sounds. The analysis of the really

distinct sounds of a language, which must

be indicated in any script, is a very special

job to which the name "phonemics" has

recently been given. It calls for a good ear

and keen analysis.

Working out a vocabulary is another

kind of task. In some languages you find

very many words for related things because

the natives think in concrete terms rather

than in generalizations. Often there is no

general word for "grass" or "tree" but a

specific and quite different word for each

kind of grass or tree ; no word for "spirit"

but terms for "tree spirit," "house spirit,"

"long hand monkey spirit." Sometimes colors

have exact designations, but the Bulu peo-

ple in the Cameroun, living under frequently

blue sky and in forest or grass lands, have

no word at a for green or blue.

Tone is ^. . ~n very important. In the

Shan language in Burma, "ma ma ma ma
ma" when correctly intoned means "help

the horse, a mad dog comes" ; and "na na

na na," "the face of the younger brother

is exceedingly stupid" ! In many languages

in quite widely separated parts of the world,

tone differentiates one word from another

otherwise similar. Chinese examples of this

are well known, but in a Mexican Indian

language the wrong intonation of "kuni-na

tata" changes "I shall see the Lord" to "I

want some seed corn."

What about Pidgin English? In various

forms it is used among the Pacific Islands,

parts of Asia and along the coast of part

of West Africa, but even with a vocabulary

of, several hundred words it is a very lim-

ited speech. For such a simple statement as

"I am very hungry," in Pidgin you have

to say "stomach belong me walk about

plenty." Descriptive, yes, but awkward.

"Big-fellow-bockiss [box] -you-fight-him-in-

teeth-he-cry" is Pidgin for "piano."

Nearly every group of islands in the

Pacific has a different speech, and in many
cases natives from one side of an island

cannot understand those of the other side.

In Burma and Assam it is even worse:

there may be two clans in one village speak-

ing quite different dialects—a mother will

speak her own language to her husband but

will teach his child his language. She can

understand his but she must or will not

speak it.

When the marines landed in the Gilbert

Islands and came to know the real inhabi-

tants, some of them may have seen worn
copies of a Bible—not in English—but

Gilbertese. New supplies of Gilbert Islands

Bibles and Testaments are now on their

way to replace lost or damaged copies, for

the Gilbert Islanders have had their own
complete Bible for fifty years, due to the

fact that nearly forty years before that

Hiram Bingham had started to learn their

language when first he landed on Apaiang
in 1857.

One discovery they have made. Dr.

Bingham never found a satisfactory word
for "atonement." Years later a missionary

was listening to the story of* a boy who had
been taken from the islands by the "black-

birders" to work in South America. A little

later the ship came to another island and
the father of the boy went on board to beg

for his release. A Gilbertese native on the

ship interpreted for him and tried to push

his case, but to no avail until the old man
agreed to exchange three girls for the boy

—a sister and two cousins. The exchange

of the girls for the boy was a form of

ransom, or atonement

In Africa a missionary had long sought

in vain for a word for "Saviour." He had

tried to explain the idea to the natives,

asking for a word for it, but the right

combination was not achieved until one day

when one native was telling how he had
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been attacked by a Hon but had been saved

by another native. Instantly the helper's

face lighted up. "Master," he cried, "now

I understand! This is what you have been

trying to tell us all these moons. Jesus died

to save us from sin and from the hands of

Satan."

Other new meanings grow out of familiar

concepts. In another part of Africa the

word for "gate" is the "mouth of the road"

and "to forgive" is "to leave on the path"

;

the thing forgiven is no longer with you, it

is passed by. Another word for "forgive" is

"to take man's fault out of your heart."

Hundreds of missionaries have faced these

problems and have succeeded in putting

some part of the Bible into over 1,060 lan-

guages and dialects of the world since the

invention of printing in the year 1456,

when Gutenberg finished the first printed

Bible. Most of this has been done since

1800. There are still lots of corners in

southeastern Asia where missionaries have

not yet penetrated, and of course not all

the natives you might meet would know
the Bible, or of it. But there is hardly an

island of any size in the Pacific where the

missionaries have not done some work.

When General MacArthur's forces landed

on Numfor we noted that the Gospels had

been published for the natives there by the

Netherlands Bible Society. As this is being

written, Halmahera appears in the news-

paper headlines. Our globe shows that there

are some Scriptures in Loda and three

other languages of that island. In the

Celebes you might see some very peculiar

writing, in which the Macassar and Bugis

Bibles have been published. A dozen other

languages of this sprawling island have

some part of the Scriptures.

In the southern Philippines there are a

number of Moro dialects with one or two

Gospels, and further north in the Philip-

pines there are eight languages in which

the whole Bible has been published, besides

a number of others with Gospels. Before

the Japanese invasion the Moros on Min-

danao, long celebrated as fierce fighters,

had been enthusiastically learning to read,

in their own language, not only parts of the

Bible and health pamphlets but about the

world outside their island.

Those who fly over parts of Africa go

over the heads of people of very diverse

languages. In French West Africa, between

the Sahara and the coastal regions, live the

Malinke, the Bambara and the Mossi, all

of whom have the New Testament, and in

northwestern Nigeria one of the most

widely used languages is the Hausa. Here
Arabic or Moslem influence is strong, and

the term for God is "Allah" except among
the Mossi people, who use "Winnam." If

from your high-flying plane you could see

tribesmen moving across the central Sahara

they might be Tamashek or Tauregs, for

whom the gospel according to St. Mark
has been translated and printed in both

roman letters and in their own peculiar

Tifinagh script. In the Nile valley Arabic

is of course the language, although as

spoken there it differs somewhat from that

of Arabia. If you should find yourself in

Palestine, you would hear the language of

the Psalms of David spoken in his own
country. But you would also hear English,

Arabic, Greek, Russian, French and many
more, and in most of them there would be

the Bible.

Why bother with all these languages?

Why not teach them English and give them

the Bible in that? You will find "mission

boys" in many parts of the Pacific who
have learned some English, but for most

of even the best of them the language they

learned when they were children is the

language in which they continue to think

and to feel. The Bible must speak not just

to their intellects but to their hearts, and

to do so it must usually speak in their own
language or some closely related dialect.



|UR number's up !" The news spreads

through Block 7 in the staging area

to the thousands of soldiers concerned. The
troopship is in, docked, unloaded, scrubbed

clean as a boatswain's whistle, and ready

to embark with another load of well-trained

GI's and other precious cargo for an un-

named North African port.

Now you can begin to get a perspective

on the big picture.

Up to now you have been just one little

piece in a jig-saw puzzle of millions of

pieces. To yourself, training in some camp,

your piece did not make sense
;
yet it was

more often than not the only piece you were
interested in. All the time the master minds

on the General Staff were fitting the tiny

pieces together according to the emergency

and the transportation facilities.

Now, at long last, after months of basic

and specialized training you are headed for

France or the Pacific. Up to now you have

been a liability to the Army. It cost $900 to

send you through the thirteen weeks of basic

training, and goodness knows what expense

you have been to Uncle Sam since then.

Now you are to become an asset, an
active fighter, a force for Victory and

Peace. The army and the navy will do all

within their combined power to get you

there safely in order that you may do your

part. So the pieces begin to fit together and

the jig-saw puzzle takes shape.

You may ask why are you going at all.

28

By CHAPLAIN RAYMOND E. MUSSER

Well, you are not going primarily to kill

Germans or Japanese soldiers. Hate has

no place in a soldier's thinking, for it is a

blinding passion; hate confuses the mind,

misdirects the aim, tears apart tactics,

causes foolish bravado and sacrifice of life,

disconcerts plans and planners. You are

fighting for principles, not against persons.

Individual enemy soldiers are incidental,

and you destroy the enemy man by man,
unit by unit, industry by industry, city by
city, only to force him to your terms of

peace.

The peace of the last war was fought for

under your dad's slogan, "Make the world

safe for the democracies." In this war it is,

''Make the world safe for the minorities."

There isn't a great deal of difference in the

slogans. Every score of years the little

nations have been crying out to the strong,

liberty-preaching democracies to save them
from the aggressors. After 1918 the strong

nations went back into their dens to lick

their sores and isolate their own lives ; on

the other hand the defeated antagonists
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built themselves up mighty enough to try

it again in 1938.

Do you want to avert another world-wide

war in 1968? Then make a solemn vow to

work and vote to ally your nation wTith all

nations and minorities in keeping the peace

!

Not until you get overseas will you get

the full perspective and see the big picture.

Then you see the part the navy, the mer-

chant marine, the quartermaster corps, the

medical corps, the civilian worker who
builds our equipment and pays the taxes,

and many others play in the big picture.

For the first time you see how and why the

Allied Nations are winning this war.

A lad was left in the custody of his

granddad. The roly-poly tactics of the

little fellow soon wore on the elderly man's

nerves, so gramp gave him a jig-saw puzzle

of the world to put together. The continents

and oceans, gramp felt, ought to keep the

little rascal occupied for some time. How-
ever, the youngster had the puzzle pieces

together in short order. Gramp was non-

plussed. How had the lad done it so easily?

"Why, Gramp," he explained, "there's a

picture on the back!"

It was a picture of the Big Three

—

Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin. Indeed,

how easily could intelligent brotherly liaison

among. the leaders of the nations put and

keep the broken world in order. And if

these same leaders wrould allow the picture

of Christ to be under the varied plans that

are scattered on the peace table, there

would be no repetition of the lost peace in

1918 nor a future worldwide war in 1968.

We would have "peace in our time."

The warmth of Christian brotherhood

will cohere the tiny pieces and the bigger

blocks into one permanent picture—the

Kingdom of God. Grant it, Almighty God!

1 AM AN AMERICAN

/ HAVE been called idealist, crackpot, dreamer. Some, more kindly, have called me "a

man of good will." The names don't matter, and the names won't stop me. I know that

the causes I fight for are not the selfish concern of a minority, but the goals of a

nation and a people; that they will be vindicated, and the names forgotten.

I am fighting for a just and democratic peace, untainted by cynical deals with dis-

credited dynasties and turncoat opportunists.

I am NOT fighting for a world of great power alliances, of mandates and colonies, of

ruling and subject peoples, of first- and second-class citizens, a world of caste and status

and the white man's burden.

I am fighting for a world in which all people can work and develop, in which popular

energies will not be thwarted and hopes frustrated by imperialism, isolationism, and

hypernationalism, in which the flow of commerce will be unimpeded by tariffs and cartels,

and in which all nations will admit their mutual interdependence and responsibility for

keeping the peace.

I am fighting for an America of expanding production and full employment, free from

the primitive and suicidal impulses of racial and religious hatred, in which the fulli

implications of the democratic process will be admitted unflinchingly, an America

dynamic and unafraid, in which the social frontiers will be forever open.

—

Reinhold Niebuhr
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What Does It Offer?

By Pfc. Helen H. Musser

Just zuhat does your religion mean to you?

Is it a comfort or a bit of a bore?

Does it leave you stagnant in the same old

rut

Or is it the thing you've been searching

for?

Does it answer all questions 'and needs of

earth?

Does it teach life on another sphere?

Does it explain the intricate purpose of life?

Does it satisfy each sorrow and tear?

Does it take fear out of death, add sest to

life,

Always warnmg against crime and sin?

Does it give you a pattern to better your

life,

Explaining just how> and where to begin?

Can it answer all questions of the past and

future?

Is it based on faith and prayer?

Will it heal the sick, restore the blind,

And plead for the sinner and betrayer?

Does it accept all truth with a grasping

hand?

Has it God's Son to make it divine,

And modern revelation to prepare the war
For each new and glorious sign?

Does it bring peace of mind to a Troubled

heart

And create a desire to toe the line?

If so, give it your very all—
For in your heart you know its divine.

30

For a Soldier Son
By B. H. Robinson

Could I say a prayer that would reach

God's throne

I'd say it all for a soldier son:

That to himself he would be true;

If others failed, he zvould follow1 through

To fight for freedom, justice, peace on

earth,

Then safe return to his land of birth.

I Will Walk to the Lake

By Cpl. J. T. MacGillivray

I will walk to the lake once more

Where water lies in placid pools,

And violets caress the green-swept shore,

Like rare iridescent jewels.

Here will I lie to think and dream
As lazily the hours drift by;

Here will I hear the lake-water theme

That always brings tears to the eye.

Softly and sweetly the wavelets sigh,

Softly and tenderly, my thoughts return

To other days when hope was high,

And sorrow—a lesson yet to* learn.

I will leave the lake once more,

Where zvater lies in placid pools,

And violets caress the green-swept shore,

Like rare iridescent jewels.

Here will I leave the better part of me
To rest in a soft, silent bed;

Here will I commune by the willow tree,

With you, zvhom they say, is dead.

Softly and szvectly the zvavelets sigh,

Softly and tenderly, my thoughts return

To other days when hope was high

And sorrozv—a lesson yet to learn.
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I will zvalk to the lake once more

When other winters turn to Spring,

And violets caress the green-swept shore,

As bird and nature opulently sing.

There will I sit in the purple twilight,

While the -woods grow damply dim;

There will I hear your voice through the

night

:

"Beloved, I await you with Him."

Let Him In

By Ppc. Paul Butterworth

We are so brave and strong and tough,

That's why it seems so odd

That when the going gets really rough,

We always tym to God.

When everything is going right,

We take life with a grin;

But when the dark shuts out the light,

That's when we turn to Hint.

When bright days cease their carefree tone

And weight us down with care

Till we can't carry the load alone,

We find Him waiting there.

He gives us strength to stick it out,

Our burden scons to lighten;

He rids our minds of the dark doubt

That life will never brighten.

But when at last the strife is o'er

And our days again are fair,

Why do we shut our hearts once more
And forget He shared oiar care?

When once more our life's a lark

And we discover our strength's enough,

Why do zve leave God in the dark

Till again the road is rough?

He stuck by us when life was grim,

Our burden he helped share.

Let's open our hearts and let Him in—
He'll still be ivaiting there!

The Humble Prayer

By Pvt. Melvin E. Schnall

What does a soldier pray for

As he lowers his head in his peiv?

He prays for simple, earthly things

Taken for granted by many like you.

He prays for his dearly beloved ones,

Mom and Dad, sweet Sis and Drake,

Their faces appear before him—
He feels his heart will break.

He dare not look about him
As his eyes begin to burn,

For only a lonely soldier

Can know what it means to yearn.

He prays for the church in the valley,

With the wisteria over the gate

;

He prays for the old-fashioned garden

Where loved ones silently wait.

He prays for the return of those Sundays,

The Sundays now out of his span,

When life had a glorious meaning
And the future axis his to plan.

He prays for friends across the sea,

For they too are so weary of strife,

They have had enough of ships and planes,

And long for a peaceful life.

He prays for an end to this conflict,

And the thought of a zvorld rid of zvar

Gives new hope to the forlorn soldier,

And his spirits hasten to soar.

For although he cannot cease yearning,

And his heart is still filled with pain,

The thoughts of a future of freedom
Will suffice, for him to sustain.

Oh, I know that the Lord in His heaven,

His heaven so wondrous up there,

Will look down on this humble soldier

And hear his humble prayer.



THE lights were already on in the post

exchange. It was five-thirty and the late

afternoon buying rush was over, but little

groups of soldiers lingered, talking together

—as if by keeping the words moving they

could forget it was Christmas Eve, forget

that at home the folks would be putting-

finishing touches on their trees, getting in

wood for the fireplace, lighting candles.

Several student pilots from Troy Field,

which lay along the east border of Camp
Reed, mingled with the soldiers. The banter

was light, friendly ; but there were short,

conscious pauses that spoke of deep lone-

liness and a wishing.

Chaplain Christopher Starr pushed some

change across the counter and looked at his

watch. His bag was packed, waiting in his

office at the chapel. "A quarter to seven,"

Major Coe had said. Seven and a half hours

of driving at thirty-five ought to get the

two of them to Rockhaven about two-

thirty Christmas morning.

To Rockhaven and Julie ! He hadn't seen

Julie since early October, since before he

had gone East to attend Chaplain School.

jZ Reprinted by permission from

It was the longest they had been apart since

their marriage four years ago*. And there

was no telling when he would see her again,

after this time. The younger chaplains

were shoving off quickly these days * . .

He turned and his shoulder brushed

against a tall young cadet. The boy straight-

ened quickly, and then his face clouded.

"Excuse me, sir," he said, hesitating,

''but aren't you Chaplain Starr?"

"Right," said the chaplain, smiling-.

"Well, sir, there's- some trouble over at

the field. Cadet Eddie Jackson didn't report

in from flight training this afternoon. His

plane's a half hour overdue already, and

they've sent ships scouting."

Eddie Jackson ! A tow-headed fdlow with

freckles across his forehead, and a big grin.

A fellow you didn't have to look twice at

to know he'd come from a farm.

The cadet was going on. "I thought you

might know him. I've heard him talk about

you a lot. He comes to your chapel services

on Sundays."

"Of course," Starr said.

The cinders crunched under his feet as

"The Christian Advocate"
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he walked toward the chapel. There was a

wind that came and went, bringing an oc-

casional flurry of snow, and the sky looked

smoky, leaden. Not a very friendly night to

be lost up there—or down below either.

Eddie Jackson. A shy kid who warmed

up quickly when he knew you. Most of the

cadets who attended services went in town

on Sundays to the city churches. But Eddie

had always crossed over the boundary from

the field to the camp and come straggling

in. "Gee whiz," he had told the chaplain.

"Those city churches are so big! Out in

the country back home we've got one just

about this size."

He had talked a lot about the farm and

his folks. "I expect they find it tough going

without me," he had said shyly. Once he

had brought pictures over—pictures of his

"Pop" and "Mom" and a slim, young girl

with yellow hair. "That's Amy," he had

said. "She's my sis. and a junior in high

school. And"—he had unfolded a piece of

waxed paper
—

"this is a piece of one of

Amy's cakes." Chaplain Starr had eaten it

and, watched the boy's eyes light as he

talked about the corn and the squash and

the little creek that ran between the willows.

LlGHTS from the chapel cast a friendly

glow through the twilight. From the vesti-

bule Starr could hear Corporal Dick Jarek,

his clerk, straightening things around in the

little room to the side.

Starr was proud of that room. In some

of the post chapels it was just a barren,

four-walled space ; but he had managed to

get donations of furniture and had fixed

it into a comfortable place where the boys

could come and meet their relatives and

friends in privacy.

"Expecting company. Dick?"

"It's that Jackson boy from the field,"

Dick said. "He called the other afternoon

and wanted to know if he could bring his

folks here for a few minutes between six

and seven tonight. They're coming to spend

Christmas with him, and he thought that

this would be a quiet place for them to get

in a few words. I told him you'd be gone,

but that the room was his, all right."

Chaplain Starr felt his heart hammering

inside him. A couple of weeks ago Eddie

had said something about his folks coming

for Christmas ; he remembered now.

JJ-E hurried through the auditorium to his

office, and rang the field. No report yet.

The planes were still searching.

"Dick!" Starr called. "Do you have any

idea where Eddie was meeting his folks?"

"Why, I think it was at the first recrea-

tion center. He figured it was easiest to get

to, and closest to the chapel."

• Starr looked at his watch. It was six-

fifteen. He could make it, if he hurried.

The center shook with sound. Someone

was pounding the stage piano heavily, and

fellows were gathered around, singing.

Down on the main floor ping-pong balls

were slapping back and forth. Two portable

radios were giving out with Christmas

music and news. Starr pushed his way once

around the room, then started toward the

information desk, already three-deep with

holiday visitors.

He saw Mrs. Jackson first. She had

Eddie's coloring, and the same kind of side-

wise tilt to her head. She looked tired, and

her hands were clenched tightly about her

handbag. Air. Jackson was standing behind

her, a little stooped. His hat and suit and

shoes were new, but the points of his collar

turned up and he had loosened his tie

several times. A slim young girl in a brown

plush coat and a beret stood beside them,

her eyes wide with confusion. Amy, of

course.

Starr went to them quickly. "Mr. Jack-

son?" he asked, having to shout above the

din. The man turned and nodded, surprised.

"I'm Chaplain Starr. I thought I recog-
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nized you. You see, Eddie has shown me
pictures of his family."

Mrs. Jackson smiled and held out her

hand. "I'm Eddie's mother, and this is

Amy."
"We haven't seen the boy yet," Mr.

Jackson was saying. "All the uniforms look

alike. And we aren't right sure this is the

place we were to meet him."

"It's the place, all right," Starr said,

taking Mrs. Jackson's arm. "But its plenty

noisy tonight. Would you mind coming

with me?"
He guided the three of them through the

door and down the cinder path in front of

the PX.
"Eddie thought it would be nice to have

you come to the chapel and rest a bit," he

said, walking along beside them. "But he

hasn't been able to make it over from the"

field just yet."

There was a roaring in the sky to the

east. Starr saw their heads go up simul-

taneously and watch for the tiny spots of

light that skimmed across the dark. "They

make such a terrible lot of noise," Mrs.

Jackson said shakily.

1 HEY sat stiffly in the little room, unable

to relax. When the chaplain excused him-

self to go to the office, Mr. Jackson followed

him outside the door. "There isn't anything

wrong—about Eddie, I mean?" he asked

quickly.

Starr looked at him a moment. His eyes

were a faded blue, and his hands dangled

big and red at his sides ; but he looked like

the kind of man who could take straight

talk. "Yes, Mr. Jackson," Starr said quietly,

"there is."

The man listened numbly, his eyes never

leaving the chaplain's face as he talked. He
waited until Starr was through, then said

slowly, "It's a bad night for those fellows

that have to look for him, too, I guess."

"Look," Starr said suddenly. "Where

were you going to stay tonight? What ar-

rangements had Eddie made?"
Mr. Jackson rubbed his chin absent-

mindedly. "Why, he said we'd all go in to

town together when we got here, and pick

us out a room at a hotel."

Eddie wouldn't have known the hotels

were booked up weeks ahead for the holi-

days in towns close to the big camps. They
would never find a place to stay in town.

He'd have to call Mrs. Venner at the hostess

house and, if all the rooms were taken, try

to coax her into setting up three more cots

on one of the closed-in porches.

XXE laid his hand on Mr. Jackson's arm.

"I'll be back in just a minute," he said.

"Would you like to tell them—in there

—

while I'm gone ?"

With the door of his office shut tight to

keep the sound of his voice down he gave

hurried instructions to Dick. "Call the

field," he said. "See if there's any news.

Tell them his folks are here and to let us

know immediately. Call Mrs. Venner. Tell

her we have to have a room." His voice

dropped. "Call Major Coe," he said firmly.

"Explain to him. Tell him I'm sorry, and

that I hope he has a safe, pleasant trip.

And—then—put in a call for Mrs. Starr

at Rockhaven. The phone number is on that

desk pad. Call me—when you get her."

For the barest moment his eyes rested

longingly on the bag beside his desk. Then
he turned and went back to Eddie's family,

waiting there for him, huddled, stricken.

The hours dragged. He talked to them

about the camp, about the boys. He went

for coffee and sandwiches. They listened

quietly, but the fear never left their faces,

and they leaned to him pitifully as their

only friend in this strange, bewildering

place.

At eleven Dick called him. "They've

found Eddie, cracked up. The ceiling shut

down on him and he tried to bring his plane
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down instead of hitting- the silk. They've

got him at the field hospital. Serious in-

juries, but better than a fifty-fifty chance.

Colonel Agers says come on over. He's

conscious and worried about his folks."

The hospital room was tiny, and Starr

stood back of the others, in the doorway.

Eddie's eyes went fondly over the three

Jacksons, then lighted, startled, upon him.

"But—Chaplain Starr," he said haltingly,

"you were supposed to—leave. You were

going to—your wife—for Christmas."

The Jacksons turned slowly and looked

at him, their eyes bright with an unspeak-

able gratefulness.

Starr went to the bed and lifted Eddie's

hand in his. "It doesn't really matter,

Eddie," he said softly. "I don't think I

actually expected to get away. And be-

sides"—he turned and smiled at the Jack-

sons
—

"I wanted to meet your folks."

He walked back alone, across the snow,

to the camp. It was almost midnight. Lights

were still burning in the barracks ; the boys

had late leave. Low Christmas music was
coming from somewhere in the officers'

quarters. And the moon, shining brightly

now, shed a warmth over the long, low

buildings.

There were shadows on the chapel steps.

He drew closer. Three soldiers were

huddled there, waiting for him. They were

in trouble of some kind, needed help. There

would be more of them tomorrow—lone-

some, bewildered 'young fellows needing

someone to talk to, someone to listen to

them. It had been foolish to think that he,

a chaplain, could leave his work behind on

Christmas. His work ivas Christmas

!

He quickened his steps, breathed deeply,

and turned in at the chapel walk.

Self yHaatenq,

/HE circumstances of war inevitably bring mental, physical and spiritual strain upon the

participants. The strain, however, is less on some because they have an anchorage in life

that stands them in good stead when the going gets tough. Some, then, have solved the

problem of self mastery.

The wisest man of Greece sought to aid confused man, and give him an initial step in

the secret of mastering life, when he admonished, "Know thyself." Though Socrates

uttered these words more than 2,000 years ago, how few people in this day and age have

learned the lesson! Much of our confusion today is caused by lack of ability to understand

our place in the universe.

It was the wisest man of Rome who stated a second step in the process of self mastery,

and his words must be added to those of the man of Greece. Marcus Aurelius said, "Con-
trol thyself." Understanding means little without control, and control is essential to one

who would master life.

But while these two great men have thus laid down the first two laws that govern the

Integrated and matured personality through the knowing and controlling of one's self, it

awaited the wisest Man, the Man of Galilee, to give to the world the third and greatest

law for the mastery of life. Jesus said, "Deny thyself." The moment our part in the war
becomes self centered, and we struggle only for ourselves, or from force, we become
defeated by the circumstances of it.

For stability of life today, resulting in complete self mastery, endeavor to understand

your particular place in the world's events. Furthermore, be in control of your aims,

desires, habits, prayers, and, in short, all things that tend to sway your life. Most important

of all, let your life's efforts be sacrificial, 'loving, and godly in their aims. Thus, self mastery

will be yours!

—

Chaplain Richard B. Clayborne in the "Newport Recruit"



CAN PRAYER STOP

A Bdld?
By WILLIAM M. HAY

CAN prayer turn aside an enemy bullet?

I say the answer is, Yes, it can. I

don't say it will, but it can. There is no

chance in the universe. Chance is just a

name for our ignorance of some of the

causes which produced an event. And I

should not like to live in a universe where

chance could, even sometimes or some

places, take charge, where even a sparrow

could fall outside of divine knowledge or a

hair of your head could go unnumbered.

A bullet obeys certain known laws. So

does the head it hits. And if the two come

together the man is dead. If some change

occurs in either case, the result is different.

If, for instance, the man who has been

lying behind a stone suddenly wills to put

another idea into operation and starts for

a foxhole (all under law), that particular

bullet (already on its way, under its own
laws), will still follow its predetermined

path, but the head will not be there.

Or the shooter may change his aim, or

the wind may shift, or the sun shine out

—

all in conformity with one law or another

—and the bullet and the head will not meet.

In all that, you have inflexible law, but

you have also a variable element, the human
will, which is moved by incalcuable thoughts

and wishes. And human will can, within

certain limits, interfere with natural laws,

not by breaking them but by using them,

.by causing one to override another.

Can God be moved by human plea? Most

JO Condensed from "The Living

certainly. Christ was so moved, and He
reveals the Father. We can easily "ask

amiss" ; and God's answer is not always in

terms of our plea, as a wise mother does

not grant automatically a child's every de-

mand. But that our prayers are not auto-

matically answered in the terms of our

plea is not because God cannot, but because

He will not.

If even we have power (limited, I admit)

over natural laws, a power made greater

today than a century ago by increased

knowledge, how shall we deny to the

Creator, whose are all the laws, the ability

to exercise unlimited control over them and

their operation?

To deny Him that ability is to assert

that He is not superior to His own creation.

So I urge that God can answer our

prayers for our safety, if He will.

Does this seem to demand God's interest

in concerns too small for Him to bother

with?

There is nothing too small, says science,

which finds the reign of law and intelligence

everywhere, in the vast and in the infini-

tesimal. After all, the big is made up of

the small.

Our Lord did not answer always with a

Church" and used by permission
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yes. There were many blind, many lepers

whom He did not heal, many widows' sons

who were not raised.

Why is one taken, and another, scores

and hundreds of others, left? Why, in the

last war, was K (young, clever, prayed

for) killed after less than six weeks in

France ; while N, released from prison on

August 3rd, enlisted on August 4th, was in

France the whole four years without even

a toothache, and came home the same scala-

P* wag he was when he went away?

It is a mistake to think that if A and the

bullet meet head-on, that means A was not

in God's care, and that your prayers were

useless. Not at all.

First, God knows best what is best for

all concerned. Even Christ prayed "if it be

Thy will," and so should we.

Second, death has to come sometime

—

today merely by a little anticipates "some"

day.

Third, is the addition of years here the

sole proof of God's favor? The survivors

of the Titanic disaster praised and thanked

God for their deliverance from the treach-

erous sea, and they were quite right. But

are we to say of the hundreds who drowned

in the icy waters that night that they were

outside of the providence and care of God,

abandoned, forsaken, and forgotten; that

salvation to a few more years here is the

only salvation ; that God, who marks the

sparrow's fall, heedi not the human life

snuffed out, the loved one who comes not

home at war's end but lies in an unmarked

grave under an alien sky? Are any skies

alien to Him? Are any graves unmarked

by Him?

"If the Shell Has Your Name on It—

"

Some men have so strong a feeling that

all that happens is foreordained, that "what

is to be will- be," that "if the shell has your

name on it there's no escaping it," that any

attempt to interfere, especially by use of

notoriously useless praying, would be a

waste of thought and breath—far better

just to sit and worry. But man has never

accomplished anything by that attitude

—

neither cured a disease nor built a bridge

nor reaped a harvest.

Man is not meant to acquiesce, but to

master his world. Here is the truth: Noth-

ing, absoluetly nothing, happens that is un-

willed; either by God's will or man's will

;

not even a sneeze, because God or man or

both set the conditions that produce the

sneeze.

A sneeze is as much under inflexible law

as a blockbuster. There just is no chance,

no "fate," no Kismet, no "had to be."

Some Thoughts for You to Consider

Here are a few thoughts that may help:

1. You must pray on the basis, "Thy will

be done." This does not mean that you

should not importunately express your de-

sire
;
you should. But it means you must

adjust your will to God's will, not vice

versa.

2. God's will is always a gv>od will. His

will is that not any harm should come to

any of His creation. It is man who wills

harm.

3. God does not override man's freedom.

You may ask, "How can God be sovereign

and govern all things while there exists

this erratic and incalculable element, man's

free will?" This cannot be explained—look

up "antimony" in the dictionary. We know
both elements are true ; but we cannot, as

yet, synthesize their seeming contradiction.

4. God knows you and all about you,

better than you know yourself.

5. God knowr
s what is to be, your safe

return, or—the telegram to your folks.

6. But God's foreknowledge does not

mean fore-ordination. But, you say, how
can God foreknow that which will not hap-

pen? The answer is—God knows not only

what will be but also what may be, not

only the actual but the contingent. For a

man is free at every instant to change his
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action, to step this way or that, to turn chain of events that was proceeding before

down this path, to run or to stop running. your prayer (a chain known to God, fore-

And God is never caught by surprise. He known to its final link) becomes an entirely

foresees all that will happen on this new different chain of events (equally fore-

path, as well as all what would have hap- known to God to its last link). "Becomes"

pened on the former path. here means that God, as it were, incorpor-

7. Now, if God is moved by your prayer, ates into His sovereign government your

it is not beyond the power of imagination will as a co-operative element. He wills

to see how, amid all these contingencies, it what you will, because your small will

would be possible for supreme Intelligence somehow now fits in with His large purpose,

(exercising sovereignty) to influence (with- We have all to learn, sooner or later,

out coercing A's will, and other wills, or that life is not an endless June. We dis-

even the weather or the food or a tooth- cover that it is indeed true that the whole

ache) to bring about the answer you so creation groaneth and travaileth together

badly want. in pain—perhaps all that had passed us

8. But, can God be moved thus by your by till now.

prayer ? Yes. But would that not mean that Even our Lord came to know the crown

the Unchanging has changed? No. It means of thorns, the piercing spear. But remem-

that yo'u have changed, you have prayed, ber—what is, is not what God has wanted,

prayed "availingly" ; and so the whole but what man has willed. Don't blame God.

/fT the close of one of his recent radio programs Eddie Cantor said: "We've had a

lot of fun here tonight, ladies and gentlemen, and now, if you'll permit me, I'd like to

say something a bit more serious.

"Here in Los Angeles a few days ago we had a rather disturbing windstorm. I was

walking along Sunset Boulevard at the time, and, like other pedestrians, I ran for cover

as the gale swept down. There were a number of stores near by, but something guided

me toward a building across the street. I stood there in the archway several minutes, I

guess, before I realized where I was. I had taken refuge in the doorway of a church

—

and it set me thinking.

"The world is going through something far more threatening than a windstorm. Every

single one of us needs refuge of one kind or another, and I know of no better place to

go than the church. You know, the church must be a very strong and righteous thing—
for it has survived every enemy it ever had!

"And the book which embodies the principles of the church—the Bible—is still at

the top of the best-seller list. We are extremely fortunate to live in a country where we

can worship as we please, when we please. Let's make the most of that blessing. Co to

church, whatever your race or creed. You'll meet old friends and make new ones.

"The greatest calamity that can befall a people is the loss of religion. Don't let it

happen here. Co to church."

I
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J'
O one in his right mind would invest his

money in stocks or bonds or any enter-

prise which he knew from the start would

pay him no interest, and in fact might cost

him something in the end. When a man
has sexual intercourse with a woman to

whom he is not married, he is doing just

that. If I could prove to you that it doesn't

pay, would you start or continue to have

illicit sexual intercourse? If you would,

then don't read further, for you aren't in

your right mind, and your investment will

break you before long.

Illicit sexual intercourse just doesn't pay,

and I will illustrate in three important

realms of your life. First of all, in the

physical. Some fellows have the idea that

they must keep exercising their reproduc-

tive organs or they'll stop functioning.

Medical authorities state that is definitely

not true. Some fellows think before they

are really a "man" they have to get them-

selves a dose of "clap" or they are inferior

to their fellow men. That's ridiculous.

Illicit sexual intercourse just doesn't pay

physically because of the great possibility

of contracting a veneral disease, and once

you get that you are a marked man phys-

ically.

While great strides have been made since

World War I in the treatment of V.D.,

the rate for this war among our army per-

sonnel overseas is higher. The army doctors

make no guarantee that "pro's" are 100%
efficient. If you get V.D. it means loss of

perfect health. Army doctors make no

guarantee as to the 100% cure. Our vet-
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erans' hospitals have many mental cases

resulting from syphilis contracted in the

last war. I am told that in 1942 we lost

from hospitalized V.D. cases the equivalent

man-hours of an army of 20,000 men work-

ing for a full year.

You may not think you are the one who
will "catch" it, but you may be. A man had

intercourse with a girl whom he thought

was very "nice" before he left the States.

Several months later he found to his amaze-

ment that she had been reported as a

syphilitic. The army tracked him down to

see if he had syphilis. He had. He spent

three months in the hospital because he

happened to be one who couldn't take the

"quick" treatment. He didn't think it could

happen to him. Such intercourse just doesn't

pay physically.

Secondly, it just doesn't pay mentally.

Having visited many men in the V.D.

wards, I know the inner anxiety they go
through as to the effect the disease will

have on them in later life, and the fear that

their family will find out. I know also the

secret worry that men who don't contract
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V.D. go through. I know further the worry-

that comes to a man when he receives one

day a letter from his "shack-up"' girl

which goes something like this : "I haven't

been feeling very well lately, so I went to

the doctor and he tells me I am two months

pregnant. What are you going to do?"

A soldier several months ago was brag-

ging about the good times he was having

"making" Anna. Anna and her father vis-

ited me the other day, advising this soldier

that he was the father Of the 3-months-old

baby in Anna's womb. It's going to mean a

court case, publicity and much mental

anxiety on the part of all concerned. Would
you want to be in his shoes?

There have been too many marriage re-

quests lately which ask us to waive the

usual required overseas waiting limit be-

cause of the pregnant condition of the girl.

While these marriages may be successful

and happy ones, the couple is starting out

on the greatest adventure of life with two
strikes against them. Illicit sexual inter-

course just doesn't pay mentally.

Thirdly, it doesn't pay spiritually. All of

us know that such intercourse is against the

will of God, who plainly has decreed,

"Thou shalt not commit adultery." The
greatest proof of that is the sense of shame

that overwhelms us after our first ex-

perience. God gives us that sense of shame

to make us know that we have done some-

thing morally wrong.

Further, religion teaches us that every

person is of equal dignity in the eyes of

God. When we use a woman (whether she

is willing or not) to satisfy our own selfish

passions, we are degrading her, using her as

we would a machine, and helping to turn

her into a professional prostitute. Do you

hear God applauding you for that?

We may not think that God has much to

do with our lives, but He does. He knows
everything that goes on in our minds as

well as the deeds we do. He has been the

source of the ideals upon which our coun-

try has been built. Repudiate God and His
laws from your life, and you repudiate the

ideals and laws of your country. God may
not mean much to you now. Some day
you will feel your need of Him. On that

day, may you be able to stand before Him
with a clean and pure heart, having put

up no barriers in the meantime.

Your earthly life has been loaned to you
for a while. You have just so many years

to live it. Either you make a failure of it,

by investing in poor enterprises, or make it

worth while, leaving behind you the impact
of a good life. If the opportunity of having
illicit intercourse arises (and, believe me, it

will) just think for one minute of the odds
against you. For a few moments of sexual

pleasure, you are gambling a healthy life,

physically, mentally and spiritually. It just

doesn't pay

!
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Resto Avec Nous"

THE "bond of Christian fellowship" is

a phrase that we often employ glibly

to express a vague feeling within us that

the Spirit of Christ broods over the whole

universe simultaneously and equally. It

is especially the men overseas who have

experienced the miracle of this fellowship,

because for them it has cut across the bar-

riers of language, custom and ideology to

strike a note of harmony and well-being

in their hearts.

However, this same bond of fellowship

will be experienced by all service men

everywhere, regardless of station or rank,

because any man away from his home en-

vironment will be influenced by the Chris-

tian hospitality of his new community life.

Many of us found this true during the ex-

tensive maneuvers of pre-pearl Harbor days

in the States, where customs and ideology

differ widely in the various sections. *

Subtly, environment moulds and shapes

our character—so subtly that it is often a

process of which we are barely conscious.

But once we change our environment we
become conscious of the forces that form-

erly pulled and pushed us into specific

channels of conduct. Thus we go to new

and strange countries, far from home folks

and influences, where our past is a mystery

and our inhibitions are at a low ebb, where

we feel that our conduct during the period

of separation from things familiar will al-

ways be a closed chapter to our loved ones.

Then it is that the leaven of Christian fel-

lowship gets under us like the hand of a

swimming instructor buoying the neophyte,

and we feel the familiarity of a Christian

past compelling us to a recognition of our

religious heritage.

This heritage, and indeed the fellowship

By

CHAPLAIN
ROWLAND
C. ADAMS

also, go beyond the purely Christian circles

and are expressed by that faith out of

which Christianity grows, for hundreds of

thousands of Gentile boys have been genu-

inely welcomed and royally entertained in

countless Jewish homes all round the globe.

From personal experience I know that

the warp and woof of Christian fellowship

were closely and firmly knit between all

American troops landing in the British

Isles and the populace of that great com-

monwealth. Christian and Jewish homes

were thrown open to boys who, like as not,

reminded parents of sons they had sent to

foreign lands. Such Christian concern,

sympathy and understanding were lavished

upon the strangers within their gates until

they felt they were strangers no longer, but

sons and brothers.

Later, when we pushed on to Africa, it

was the Jews who most readily opened their

homes and hearts to the American troops.

They are lovers of America, perhaps be-

cause most of them have close relatives in

America and they felt less fear of the new

order of things. But soon others followed

suit, and those who sought such fellowship

had no lack of home life in the finest Chris-

tian tradition.

French Protestantism is of the hardy

variety, made so by long resistance to the

forces of extinction. As long as I live I

will never forget the family devotional

periods that some friends and I shared at
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the manse of a French Presbyterian pastor. Spirit of God, but I never felt it moving

About ten o'clock every 'evening, people and stirring within me, and all about me,

would begin casually to drift inro the until this evening." Quickly I said, "And
spacious living room ; British and Ameri- that same Spirit is moving and stirring

can uniforms mingled with the French, with about your wife and babies this very mo-

civilian serges and gay print dresses to ment," for here was a man who loved his

lend color. One of the older children of family more than life itself,

the manse would pass out hymn books, and "Do you remember the hymn I requested

the pastor's wife, in a clear, sweet soprano, tonight?" I asked.

would begin a hymn. After that several "Yes
—

'Abide With Me.'
"

requests were sung, then the pastor would "Ah, yes," I answered, "but the French

read from the family Bible and offer a is much more comprehensive, and that is
-

prayer. I noticed that people often came why I love to sing the French words, for

to that inner circle with troubled faces, but there we pray, 'Resto Avec Nous'—Abide

long before we said our brief good nights, With Us—and as the music moves and

serenity would reign supreme. swells I see the Spirit of Christ brooding

I once took an officer friend of mine to over God's universe, and I hear all the

these family devotions, and as we walked goodness and truth, the faith and the hope

the few blocks to our car he said, "All my in mankind swelling into a great chorus like

life I have heard people talk about the a tidal wave

—

'Resto Avec Nous . .
.'

"

LETTER OF THE MONTH

QALAAM:— India Is perplexing. Human life Ts cheap. People abound like flies around an

+~ open candy counter. Ignorance, superstition, filth and misery are seen everywhere. It

has been stated that the per capita income of The United States is more than twenty-two
times that of India.

India is a land of surprising paradoxes. It has the world's richest man and the world's

poorest. It has the world's most beautiful building (Taj Mahal) and the world's most

miserable hut. Some men are treated as gods while large numbers are outcasts—and are

treated as such. The motor and donkey dispute the right of way (over here it's the left),

one with loud persistence and the other with silent patience. Early in the morning, women
carry brass jugs down to the village well and retcirn to their huts with the full jugs on

their heads. In general the natives move about quite slowly. Life here seems run-down and
tired.

The other day we watched a Mohammedan unfold his wattle prayer carpet and kneel to

pray. He chanted his ritual and bowed his forehead until it touched the edge of the mat;

pressing against it firmly, he moved his head slowly till his lips kissed it. He arose, raising

both hands toward his shoulders, and paused in reflective thought, waiting, as it were, for

his Cod to speak to him. He repeated this ritual of rising and bowing for exactly fifteen

minutes. I said to the soldier next to me, "Mohammedans pray like that five times each

day." (I hour, 15 minutes.) He replied, "That is what I call powerful religion!" If all the

Christians would pray as fervently as the Mohammedans, and pause in reflective thought,

listening to Cod, what a powerful religion ours would be in this chaotic world!

—Chaplain A. Cordon Karnell

P.S. Received 100 copies of THE LINK today. Thanks. Our League meetings consist of

book reviews, letter writing, puns, phonograph recordings of good music, Bible study and
discussion of topics relating to religion and the postwar world.

9



A DEPARTMENT OF FREE SPEECH AND UNCENSORED OPINION

Need More Evangelism

/ It seems as^ though ages have passed

since I left the States. The slow adjust-

ment to a "freak" life has been difficult,

but interesting. Along with the other fel-

lows, I have missed the company of the

other sex, abhorred some aspects of mili-

tarization, and longed for the loved ones

back home. Isolation and loneliness make
for dullness of mind and tiredness of spirit.

Fully conscious of this prevailing spirit,

the "Linkers" remain gravely concerned,

mainly because they find how true it is of

their own selves. Realizing that our busi-

ness of winning the war and peace super-

sedes individual interests, we members of

the SMCL are nevertheless engaged, in

other conflicts and are anxious about them,

too.

For instance, our membership is very
poor. Of the battalion, one per cent is an
optimistic average of attendance at meet-
ings. Approximately one out of every fifty

men attend church services occasionally.

The morale code is upheld, but have we
still got a moral code? In the case of men
out here, masturbation seems to be pre-

sumed, the third commandment is null and
void, drunkenness is a goal to be reached,

adultery and fornication are aims. Has
our Christian background sufficed? Obvi-
ously, it has not.

The Christian Leagues have a task; the

Church has a task ; I have a task.

All groups of Christians are banded to-

gether for worship, but does it end there?

It must not. A keynote of evangelism, as

a group, should be struck. How selfish it is

for us to find God in our hearts and keep
Him locked up there ! Once we have found
Him, the light must shine forth. Has not
our one great fault been neglect in the

propagation of the faith, both as groups
and as individuals?

—

Cpl. Latimer W.
Garrett.

Another "Lesson in Reverence"

/ In a recent issue of The Link, I read

an article by Chaplain Everett D. Penrod,
from "Somewhere in Italy," entitled "A
Lesson in Reverence." I would like to add
another short chapter to this title, from
"Somewhere in India."

One morning while cleaning our chapel,

I noticed one of the native Indians who
works in the mess hall. I called him into the

chapel, knowing that he was a Christian,

but he hesitated to come in because of re-

strictions that are placed upon these work-
ers.

At our altar we have a beautiful figure

of Christ painted in the form of a stained-

glass window which one of our men made.
As soon as this man saw this, he ran up
to the altar and fell on his knees. At the

same time, huge tears began to roll down
his face.

This man lives in a country full of Hin-
duism and Mohammedanism, a country full

of sickness, disease and starvation, a coun-
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try of endless strife; yet above this, he has

the faith in the living God that will bring

him to his knees in reverence.

I believe that this was the greatest testi-

mony I have ever witnessed, and I am sure

it will be a lesson in reverence for all of

us who have Christian homes in America.
—Cpl. Kenneth E. Briggs.

Only Solvent for Sin

/ In a chemistry class back home I learned

that gold is a metal impervious to most

acids. There is, however, a certain mixture

called "aqua regia" (royal water) which
has mastered the royal metal.

There is also a solvent which dissolves

the "metal" of a sinful heart. Trial and

tests will not soften it
;
punishment will not

master it. Even education and culture will

not dissolve the sinful heart and purify it of

its dross. There is but one solvent which
can deal with sin—the Blood of Jesus

Christ the Saviour. This is the "aqua regia"

of the soul. Do not trust your soul to the

action of those other influences !

—

Cpl.

Peter Waskiewicz.

"Helplessness of the Almighty1 *

/ If I were to preach a sermon about God's

position in the world at war, I think I

would call it "The Helplessness of the Al-

mighty," for I believe that there are limita-

"I don't wanna seem nosey, bud, but I'd say
you got a postwar problem all your own!"

tions on God as there are on nature and
men. I doubt that God manipulates the uni-

verse in bold strokes.

I doubt that wars are planned and exe-
cuted by God to punish or promote. I feel

almost sure that God does not align Himself
with any certain country or group of coun-
tries and work miracles by which their

battles are won. I do not feel that this is a
"holy war."

Rather, I think that God works in very
small things ; that instead of looking across

vast eras of time and multitudes of people,

He is a God of individual personality ; that

He depends upon the goodness of one per-

son to another to forward His purpose.

Where is God in the world of war? Cer-
tainly not directing the battles. Certainly

not saying which plane shall fall, which man
shall die, which ship shall sink.

God is in the hearts of millions of soldiers,

perhaps every one, though many would
neither admit it nor recognize it.

God is comforting, healing, strengthening

the millions who are lonely and sick,

wounded, or afraid. God is in every act of

mercy, every kindness, every genuinely gen-

erous deed. God keeps up the faith of

worried loved ones.

God is the difference between the soldier

who dies with a curse and hatred and the

one who dies calmly with forgiveness and
pity for his "enemy." This is God.
God is in every act of self-denial. God is

in everyday living, in decency and respec-

tability, in silence as a response to anger,

and in steadfastness.

Some people ask, "Why doesn't God stop

the war? Why does He allow it?" We
might as well ask, "Why is there any sin

at all? Why is anyone unkind? Why is

anyone selfish?" All these things injure the

innocent just as much as war, but on a
smaller scale. I do not believe God can,

within His limitations of control over the

personalities of men, simply stop the war.

God cannot be interested simply in the

"peace" for which multitudes are waiting.

He must be looking beyond the "peace"

when hatreds are wiped away, when armed

guards no longer march, when confidence
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replaces fear, when world economy reaches

a co-operative basis.

God is helpless to bring that day in

sweeping moves. He must depend on me to

live and think His way, and by my life and

actions to influence someone else.

To anyone but God that must look like

an awfully long and hopeless process. To
anyone

—

but God.—Sgt. Harley Haskin.

Airborne Religion

/ "Okay, you guys, let's break up that

crap game, we're having church in this

barracks tonight !" Yes, that's what you

might hear in any of the companies of our

regiment since our "Airborne Christian

Church" has been operating. In combat we
can't count on having services together

each Sunday because we won't all be to-

gether, so a "sky pilot," as we call him,

has been appointed to conduct Protestant

services in each company. Since that time

services have been held wherever the men
might be, in the field, in the gliders, on' a

ship or in the barracks.

The direction of our work is under the

leadership of our chaplain and a regimental

council. Each company has its own leaders,

consisting of a "co-pilot," a company coun-

cil, a barrack's contact man for each bar-

racks and a "minister of propaganda" who
handles the publicity work. Each week the

company sky pilot conducts a company
fellowship meeting wherever the company
may be. Most of these men were leaders in

church work back home and some have

come to serve Christ since they came into

the arm}-.

Our chaplain is a Southern Baptist, his

assistant is a Free Methodist, the organist

is a United Brethren and on the regimental

council we have a Methodist, a Christian,

a member of the Church of God, a member
of the Assembly of God and an Episcopa-

lian. Among the "sky pilots" who direct the

work in the companies we have a Latter

Day Saint, a northern Baptist, a Nazarene,

a Presbyterian, a Lutheran and a member
of the Pentecostal Church. We have found

that by knowing the other man's church we
have gained a greater respect for all

churches and a more willing spirit to work
with other churches when we get back

home.
The Sunday morning services of the Air-

borne Christian Church are now conducted

in the gym since we outgrew our church
hut. Every Sunday a sky pilot and his

company sponsor the service, and an at-

tendance graph is kept to see which com-
pany has the larger percentage of its men
present. Bulletins are printed each week
giving the order of worship, and our Air-

borne Christian Choir furnishes the special

music.

The Airborne Christian Church has two
goals in mind. One is to provide a service

of worship for the men, wherever they may
be, so that our experiences in the army will

deepen us and will make our Christian lives

more rich and beautiful. The other goal is

to prepare ourselves for the building of a

better world based on Christ's plan

—

Cpl.
Gordox Wiseman.

From a Catholic Reader

/ I believe the kind of thinking typified

by your recent article on racial and reli-

gious bigotry will go further in mending
broken souls and preparing the way for

that temporal peace, which comes only as a
gift of God, than all the suspicions and self-

righteous innuendo commonlv indulged in

"Honest, fellers, that tattooing zvas done be-
fore I ever heard of the Rising Sun's sonsi"
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by the. outer fringe of religious publications

of all of our communions.
As a Roman Catholic, I cannot con-

scientiously surrender one particle of the

faith my family has carefully guarded

through darkness and bigotry—nor do I

expect you to do so—but I do expect that

in the name of Christian charity you and I

can sit down together and build with the

stones Christ has bequeathed us a lasting

foundation for peace.

—

S/Sgt. Victor
Orsinger.

Church in New Guinea

/ The little chapel, nestled in a cove on
the edge of the jungle, was nearly full.

On backless seats the congregation sat,

waiting for the service to begin. They all

sat quietly, soberly. There were no pre-

church mutterings, no greetings of saluta-

tions. These men had come to the chapel

for one simple, powerful reason. The mood
of their minds was unmistakable. Even the

simplicity of the crude little sideless chapel

began to wear a look of mute worship.

There was no organ—if there had been

there was no one to play it. So when Chap-
lain Johnson began the service, it was neces-

sary for him to sound the note and pitch

of the first hymn. The men sang as I never

heard them sing back home, and they needed
no urging or cajoling.

I felt the familiar homelike glow of

"Look sweetheart, they just made me into

a first-class Commando! Yippec-ee I"

worship as we sang "The Church in the

Wildwood" and "Onward Christian Sol-

diers" and "Faith of Our Fathers." I lifted

my voice and sang these fine old satisfying

hymns with all that I could give them. It

seemed to me that trying to sing them
right and correctly would bring back closer,

somehow, the meaning of the words and
notes held so tightly in the grip of mem-
ory as well as in the spell of worship.

I could close my eyes as my lips spilled

forth a song and be anywhere in the world
I wanted to be. I could be on the third row
of the church back home, sitting with the

whole family ; or I could be in the choir

loft singing with the choir ; or I might be

in great St. Bartholomew's sitting way
down front, near the finery of the expensive

altar, watching the blonde head of the

organist sway back and forth in tempo
with his majestic music.

It was there in that little chapel that I

realized all over again, in a different way,
the length and width and depth of a man's
rengion. I realized again the endlessness of

its power to soothe and comfort, reaching

down out here into hearts that are sick

with the miles that stand between them and
their loved ones, bewildered by the thought

of what is to come, not only in war, but

afterward too. All these things, and count-

less more, find repose and solace in rever-

ence and worship. It serves a need out

here that cannot be measured, that denies

any report a man could give. And there

can only be one answer—and that is the

reality of GOD—a feeling for God that is

deep and personal and intimate.

—

Lieut.

Stuart Colley, Jr.

"This One Thing I Do'*

/ I was pleased to see the recent Link
article, "The Continuous Corporal," refer-

ring to the duties of the chaplain's assistant

in the war areas. The duties of my assistant

overseas are something like this.

He acts as a "pinch-hitter" when I am
away. In this particular outfit the chap-

lain's work is scattered over many islands

that are of rough and difficult terrain. One
of my assistant's duties is the care of the
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jeep. Going through mud, rain and dust

day after day requires a careful check on
this vehicle. My assistant, acting as jeep

driver and checker, keeps the vehicle in

good condition so that every religious serv-

ice can be carried out on schedule, regard-

less of weather. Then there are other duties

—the care of the office, typing, the visiting

at the hospital and in various batteries, the

arranging of conferences for the chaplain,

helping to secure such things as books and
games for the men, the printing of the

* chapel bulletin, the cleaning of the chapel

and playing of the organ. Also there is

routine battery duty in addition to all the

other chores mentioned.

Perhaps, however, the most important

job of every "Continuous Corporal" is the

living of a consecrated life among the per-

sonnel of the battalion. Paul once said in

the Scriptures, "One thing I do—." This

should be the motto of every assistant

—

one thing I do is to live an exemplary life

before my fellows. I find that the old adage,

"One example is worth a thousand ser-

mons," still holds true in the army. The
actions of the chaplain's assistant are

watched as closely as are those of the

chaplain.

He must be an example of true Christian

living. A compromising life is out—he must
stand firm and strong, against all question-

able situations and degrading habits.

A young man, so consecrated, is one of

the greatest assets to the chaplain's program
among the men. He is the "contact" man
between the chaplain and the battalion, let-

ting the chaplain know what the men are

doing and thinking. As a casual observer,

through conversation and living with the

men, his contacts are invaluable to the

chaplain.

So this soldier is in a very strategic posi-

tion. He is not mentioned so much in re-

ports and services, but the concentrated and
the consecrated effort he puts forth from
day to day as he lives among the men could

be recorded among the "invisible results"

of the chaplain's work.

—

Chaplain Robt.
S. McCarty.

Train for the Religious Life

/ We are receiving a good deal of training
in the service of our country. As a result

of this training we should be able to do the
thing we are expected to do quickly and
efficiently. We are in the process of form-
ing new habits of thought and action.

Building a habit is like pulling a sled to the
top of the hill. It is hard work to get the
sled to the top, but when once there it is

possible to coast dowrn. It takes work to
build new habits, but, once created, they
help carry us through life.

Paul challenges us (I Tim. 4:7, Moffatt
translation) to "train for the religious life."

The suggestion is that we should form reli-

gious habits. When, as a result of training,

these habits are formed they will be of

great value to us in the days to come.
If we have no faith in God we are tossed

about by events. We become a victim of
pressures, instead of being guided by prin-

ciples. Once we see clearly what faith in

God as revealed by Jesus can mean to us
and to the world we are ready to pay the
price of religious training.

How can we train for spiritual things?
The first step is to give up those things

which our conscience now tells us are
wrong. The second step is to ask God's
help in following the best we know. The
third step is to form the religious habits of

"Come quick—the chef ate
some of his own cooking!"
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private prayer and public worship. God will

help us in our problems of spiritual dis-

cipline, and thus we shall be able to produce

the fruits of the spirit : love, joy, and peace.

—Chaplain William F. Butler.

Vows to Help the Negro

/ Although I am not a Jew, as my name
may indicate, I agree with Chaplain Charles

E. Shulman one hundred per cent (see

article, "Equal Before God," October

Link). I have a few close friends who are

Jews, but I have never heard them say that

all men were equal before God.

This is not written with the purpose of

running down the Jews, but rather to ex-

tend the work that the chaplain has started

and did not quite complete. He did not

say that all men, no matter what color they

may be, are equal ; he j ust spoke of the men
in that service.

I have seen service on the other side,

and everywhere I have gone people have
run down the Negro. I could not help but

feel sorry, not only for them, but for my
countrymen and myself that such a problem

should arise in a freed country like ours is

supposed to be.

I have made a vow that after this war I

shall help to raise the Negro to the place

of equality he should share with his white

brother and sister.

—

Pvt. Richard I. Stein.

"Honest, now, ain't you scared

'of water moccasins too?"

Christmas in the South Seas

/ Last Christmas Day I had an interesting

experience I would like to relate. I am a
member of a chorus of 25 voices, gotten

together and directed by Lt. Joseph
Privette, our special service officer. Our
chaplain, in order to show his appreciation

for the work we had done during the

Christmas season, arranged a trip for

Christmas Day to two adjacent islands. We
could see these islands from where we live,

and many times had wished to visit them.

As we approached the shore of the closest

'

island we were greeted by the happy, smil-

ing natives and by Dr. Frater, their mis-

sionary doctor. Dr. Frater graciously

showed us through the hospital, where we
sang some carols for the patients. Then
the chaplain presented Dr. Frater with a
sizeable sum of money gotten through

collections at our church services. The mis-

sionaries have been greatly in need of

money for the furtherance of their work,

and Dr. Frater scarcely had words enough

to express his appreciation.

Dr. Frater has been a missionary to the

natives here for more than eight years. It

was a pleasure to get a glimpse of the work
he has done. I have always had a rather

vague idea of missionary work. I can surely

see now the need for missionaries.

At the next island we were again met by
the natives. They eagerly showed us

through their village, and we were able to

observe their customs and peculiarities.

Their living conditions seem very poor in

comparison to ours, and yet everything was
very clean. Most of their homes are just

huts. Some however are a little larger and
are whitewashed. Most of the natives are

very shy, especially the women and children.

At the far end of the village we met the

preacher. Smilingly, he shook hands with

each of us. The church bell began to ring

and the preacher led us toward the church.

Here we met the chief of this particular

group of natives. He was a rather elderly

man, and dressed in a clean white suit and

was wearing shoes, something you seldom

see among the natives.

We found the church a very quaint little
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place, whitewashed inside and very clean.

It was beautifully decorated with bright

green branches and leaves from trees ; also

with several different kinds of very fragrant

flowers. The altar was on a platform and

very crudely made.

The service began with a prayer by the

chief. Then the natives sang a Christmas

carol in their own tongue, led by one man
in the audience. There was no organ or

piano. It seemed strange to see all the

women on one side and the men on the

other, with children in the front.

We sang two Christmas carols for them
and then we had to go in order to catch

our boat. As we left the church the natives

were profuse in their gratitude for our

visit. We felt that we had brought some
happiness and Christmas cheer to those we
visited.

—

Richard W. Hebb.

About the "Jap-Yanks"

/ In a recent issue of The Link was one

article that interested me very much. The
article, "These Are The Jap-Yanks." Being

a member of the 34th Division, I have got

to know these men very well. Their morale

is high, and in my estimation they are as

good Americans as I am.

I think it is about time that the people at

home woke up to the fact that these men
shouldn't suffer just because they are of

Japanese descent. We all know that there

has always been too much class hatred

and color prejudices in the United States.

As members of a God-fearing nation we
should be ashamed of ourselves to even
think that because a man is of different

racial stock than ours, he is therefore not

on our level.

I have been in combat with the "Jap-
Yanks" and I have seen their outstanding

courage in battle. They are proud men,
and they feel deeply the slighting things

that one may say against them. We
are proud to have them with us. I have
seen them go into battle against overwhelm-
ing odds, and never has one of them showed
cowardice.

I have been receiving The Link for

about seven months and this article has

been one of the best. I want you to know
that I appreciate all the articles and hope

to always find The Link so outspoken,

true, and sincere in all its articles.

—

Wil-
liam G. Demmy.

A Britisher Discovers Us

/ Such a letter, coming from an English-

man, may surprise you—I hope not. At
present I am away at sea, and probably

will be for quite a long spell. I was fortu-

nate enough to have two different copies of

your magazine given me by some U. S.

Navy fellows calling at my base. Those two
books were like the sun on a very cloudy

day.

When I was in "civvy street," all my
friends were connected with my church. I

had my own Sunday school class, and the

Wolf Cubs and Scouts were part of my life.

Now all those folk and those activities are

temporarily checked. Indeed, for the first

three months while I was away, I couldn't

even get to a naval service. It was during

those months The Link came my way.
I may never know if you receive this

letter, but to do justice to my conscience I

must let you know how much your work
was appreciated. I assure you I'm not the

only man on board who has read and en-

joyed those two Links.—O/Sig. A. G.

Knight.

"Hey, look—here's something
different. Let's take a ride!"
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Suggests Officers Attend Chapel

/ 1 venture to say that not more than one

out of one hundred soldiers refrain from
profanity. It is much worse in the army
than in civilian life. Furthermore, most of

them seem to be boys who take no interest

in religious activities, never read any reli-

gious articles, and wouldn't listen to reason

if told they were doing wrong. Swearing
seems to be the popular thing for soldiers

to do.
*

Something else I've noticed is the lack of

officers attending religious services. I

noticed only one officer at chapel this morn-
ing. I believe much good could be accom-
plished if. the officers would devote more
time and attention to religious activities

and encourage their men to do the same.

—

Pvt. Roland Green.

Wants Christian Veterans' Fellowship

/ The program which I have in mind for

the postwar period probably differs from
those of others because of one fact. That
fact is that I am a Christian. By being a

Christian, I do not mean being born in a

nominally Christian land or being born into

a Christian family. I mean being born again

(John 3:3) into the family of God by what
is called "the new birth."

And, being a Christian, my desires for a
postwar world would not only include those

of other veterans as to a lasting peace and
an improved civilization, but would also

include the furtherance of the Gospel of

Christ and the enlargement of His Kingdom
on earth by the bringing of lost souls to

His feet. In fact, I believe that the only

means of bringing a lasting peace to this

world would be through the acceptance of

the Gospel of Christ by the multitudes of

people.

So after this war is over and we have
returned to our respective homes and loved

ones, I would like to see the establishment

of an organization for Christian veterans.

And again may I emphasize Jthat by Chris-

tian veterans I mean those who have per-

sonally accepted Christ as their Savior.

The size of such an organization would, of

course, not compare with the size of the

American Legion or the V.F.W., but still

it would be large enough to bear consider-

able influence upon the spiritual life of this

nation.

Such an organization would accomplish
several purposes. (1) It would provide a
strong link between veterans of similar

tastes and would be a means of Christian

fellowship for them. (2) It would be a
good testimony which the Christian veterans
could bear before other veterans as well as
before the whole nation. (3) It would pro-
vide a channel through which these men.
could better serve in a Christian way.

There would be no reason why members
of such an organization could not belong
to any other veterans' organizations. Their
civic and secular interests would be similar

to those of other veterans.

I have not attempted to cover the ques-

tions of veterans' bonuses, political pro-

grams or the like, even though Christian

veterans would be interested in these things.

I have only attempted to bring out the ad-

ditional things in which a Christian veteran

would be especially interested. And these

things, I believe, could only be accomplished
through a Christian Veterans' Fellowship.

—

Cpl. Sherman Butler.

A Power Outside Ourselves

Y For centuries men have sought to find

the fabled machine of perpetual motion.

Years were spent in this endeavor, until

the existence of such a device was proved
impossible. The scientists and mathematic-
ians who presented this proof are sure of

their ground. Nothing, they say, can con-

tinue to run looking only to itself for a

source of power ; that source of power must
come from outside.

Might we not also apply this law to the

spiritual world of man? And might we not

also deduce that the spiritual life of man
is dependent upon power from a great spir-

itual source outside himself? To speak

bluntly, must not man look to God for his

source of power? I believe that we can

state that truth as a great spiritual law, and
state it with honesty, conviction, and sin-

cerity.

—

Pvt. W. J. Bauer.
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FOR CHRISTIAN ARMOR

• SON OF COD, make me Thy worthy soldier,

ever prepared to obey Thy commands and to

risk my all for Thee and Thine. Equip me with

Thy whole armor within and without: truth in

my mind and in my words, righteousness in my
heart and in my ways, love in my soul and in

my deeds. Keep me honest, gracious, and loyal,

that others may trust me and be glad to serve

with me and to accept my services for them.
Grant me Thy Presence always, that I may fear

no evil and may meet whatever comes, confident

that Thou art with me and that in Thee are my
strength and my defense forever. Amen.

FOR MY WIFE

• HEAVENLY FATHER, \ thank Thee for my
wife and for our mutual love which by its

strength and beauty makes us one. Draw us

close to Thee and to each other in all our

prayers and thoughts and hopes. Bless my wife

abundantly and prosper her in all good things.

Make me at all times worthy of her faith and
trust in me. If it be Thy will, grant that we
soon may be united in our home within a peace-

ful world, made better by our living and our

love. Through Him who hallows our relationship,

Thy Son, Christ, our Lord. Amen.

FOR COD'S POWER IN US

• WE PRAISE THEE, O God, that Thou hast

sent Thy Spirit of love into the hearts of men
to awaken them to the demands of Thy good-
ness and to strengthen them in the warfare
against the kingdom of evil. Increase among us

the will to accept Thy laws of righteousness

and love, and give us power to establish Thy
ways in our lives and society. Support us in

these days as we struggle against those who
oppose Thee and rob Thy children of freedom
and life. Move us to exert the full measure of

our strength, that Thy victory may redeem the

nations and Thy love reclaim the world for Thy
peace. Amen.

FOR FICHTINC ACAINST EVIL

• LORD CHRIST, we accept Thy command over

us, and we beg Thee to make us more worthy

to serve under Thee. Cleanse us of our sins by

the healing of Thy Cross, and lift us to the

level of Thy compassionate service by the ex-

ample of Thy selfless life and death. Make us

willing to stand fast with Thee in every en-

counter with evil, and make us mighty in Thy
power to overcome it. Use our deeds for the

building of Thy Kingdom on earth, and give us

the reward of Thy love in our hearts and in the

lives of all men and nations. Amen.

FOR STRENGTH IN BATTLE

• CREATOR AND GUARDIAN of men, we
thank Thee that Thy strong hand upholds us

and Thy great love surrounds us as we fight

against the forces of evil and advance the

cause of Thy righteousness. Be with us in the

hour of battle, save us from our fears and
weakness, and support us in our every need.

Grant us the lasting victory of men who seek

Thy friendship and give their best in a spirit of

good will and love for all Thy children on earth.

In Jesus' name. Amen.

A COMBATANTS PRAYER

• DEAR LORD, make our hearts humble as we
serve Thee with the strength of our bodies and
the might of our arms. May we strive for no
profit or glory for ourselves, but for the estab-

lishment of Thy righteousness among men. May
we put our full trust in Thee, commending our

comrades, ourselves, and all that we do to

Thy guidance and care. Prosper us in goodness,

O Lord, and correct us in all faults. Have mercy
upon those against whom we strive; and as we
undo the evils of their devising, teach us to

forgive and reclaim them with good will. Hasten

the day of Thy victory, when we can lay down
the weapons of war, take up the tools of peace,

and join with all peoples on earth in building

Thy Kingdom of life and love. Amen.
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• Topic for group discussion (first week):

WHAT ARE YOUR COALS?
• Questions and Scripture references:

1. What Scriptural basis have we for our hopes for peace, both within our
own individual lives and throughout the world?

(Psalm 4:8; Matthew 5:9; Luke 2:14; Romans 5:1; 14:17; I Thessalonians 5:13)

2. How much is God concerned about our health?
(Psalms 27:1; 67:1, 2; Luke 9:1, 2; I Corinthians 12:28)

3. How pozverful is love, and how indispensable ?

(John 13:35; Romans 13:9; I Corinthians 13; Galatians 5:14; Ephesians 3:17)

4. Is happiness based on righteousness?

(Psalms 1:1; 9:2; 97:11; 100:2; 126:3; Romans 14:17; James 5:11; I John 1:4)

5. What are some Biblical secrets of success?

(Psalm 138:8; Matthew 25:21; Luke 14:28; 16:10; John 4:34; Romans 8:37; Philippians
3:12; II Timothy 4:7; Hebrews 6:1; James 5:16)

• Resource material:

WHAT are your goals in life? As soon

as you can get back home, what do you

want to do? What things look bigger than

others as your eyes try to see into the dim

future ? What goals do you want to try for ?

I think I know the first one. It is peace.

You long for that more than for any other

thing. Peace for a torn and bleeding world.

Peace for your sons and daughters and

their children.

Some cynics will tell you this is a vain

hope. But why, if it is vain, did the old

prophets hold before men's weary eyes the

picture of a warless world? Isaiah did

(2:4). And so did Micah (4:3, 4). Surely

they would not taunt us with a vain hope

!

And it is not easy to believe that so

glorious a hope could be put into these

pages of the Bible merely to hold before

us a dream we could never realize.

I prefer to believe that God set that

glorious hope within these pages to lure us

on toward a distant and a difficult goal, to

shine for us when we are weary of battle

52

and hungry for the hope of peace in His

world.

But there is another kind of peace that

should be your goal as well. It is that inner

peace which every man wishes to possess

for himself. It is not something that you

can give or sell or exchange. It is an inner

possession, if you have it, that is a very

part of you. It is a priceless possession.

Achieved in Quietness and Confidence

This inner peace is not achieved as long

as we fret and fume and fuss and worry

about things that are just beyond our grasp,

We do well to heed a great word that is

written into the Book of Isaiah (30:15c):

"In quietness and in confidence shall be

your strength"

Some years ago one of the able and

prominent men of this country had an en-

forced experience of illness and solitude.

In that period he learned to find inner peace

and strength through meditation and con-

tentment. Out of this long and illuminating
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experience came a group of lovely books,

one of which was Adventures in Content-

ment. The author, back of the pen name of

David Grayson, was Ray Stannard Baker.

Sometime when you are worried and beaten

and sorry for yourself, get hold of Adven-

tures in Contentment. It will do you good.

Mental Peace and Bodily Health

Another thing you will want to find and

possess is health. Certainly God wants us to

have it too, for we are able to do our best

work when this human body is at its best..

Worry and doubt and defeat and envy and

jealousy cut heavily into our efficiency.

Peace of mind adds to our health of body.

We know much about vitamins today,

what our proper foods are, and how they

may be combined so as to give us the best

possible results. We need good food, and in

ample quantities. We can scarcely have

satisfactory health otherwise.

And we need sleep, and rest to relieve

inner tensions and tired muscles and limbs.

, A wise man will learn to avoid anything

\

that even slightly decreases his physical

efficiency, if he is eager to live the fullest

possible life in complete health of body and

of mind.

Another goal for you will be to have your

own home. Nearly all young men are de-

sirous of having a home of their own.

Love is a perfectly normal attribute of every

human being. A man or a woman wishes a

mate and a home and children. Love be-

comes the foundation of a home, and the

home becomes a melting pot of emotions

and traits and ideals and sympathies. And
there will be need for co-operation as long

as that home lasts.

Sex is inextricably a part of the founda-

tion of a home, and it should be kept on a

high level. Marriage is based on the as-

sumption that this is a lifelong partnership

2>f sexual and financial and family interests.

The bride has the right to expect the groom

to be as chaste as she, and to continue in

unbroken loyalty to her. This is where
many a strong and otherwise manly man
carries dark secrets and deep wounds that

he must secretly abhor.

Today I received the first issue of a

splendid little magazine called The Chap-
lain. One might venture to call it the young-
er brother of The Link. On page 32 of

The Chaplain is this startling paragraph

:

Our heaviest war losses, apparently, are not

those on the field of battle. Writing in the

Woman's Home Companion, Patricia Lochridge
makes this statement: "The casualties the navy
will suffer this year from venereal diseases are

enough to man a fleet of twelve battleships, six

carriers, twenty-four cruisers, and eighty de-

stroyers. The army casualties are enough to form
approximately twenty-six combat divisions."

If any of you men still think it is your

own business what you do with your bodies

while in uniform, I hope you will reread

that startling claim. Those of you who
have thought too much of your sexual in-

tegrity to fling it about promiscuously will

be proud of your accomplishment, and will

want to continue on that high level of self-

respect and loyalty to a great ideal. Some
day, if you continue to keep, true to this

ideal, you will enter your own home with

a great sense of pride that you have no
dark memories to hide.

The Quest for Happiness

Another goal which you will try to attain

is happiness. Certainly you will deserve

that, and we all hope you will reach it. But

if you don't, then what ? For many good and

very deserving men have been disappointed

in this quest. Some man will tell you that he

didn't get "the breaks." He will be very sure

it was not his fault. He will be very sure he

has more talent and more initiative and more
industry than somebody who got the place

he wanted. And so he will be disillusioned

and soured, and he will be tempted to let
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down in his best efforts and in his ideals.

Perhaps we can save ourselves some hard

jolts if we can bring ourselves to understand

that happiness does not always come in this

life to those who are good. Some of the best

people you have ever known have been dis-

appointed and unfortunate. They have been

stricken with illness or financial reverses or

great sorrow. No, we may as well make up

our minds to it that happiness and goodness

do not always go together in this present

world where there are so many inequalities.

Often happiness does follow being good. But

we ought to do what we believe is right

without any thought of being rewarded with

happiness.

What we have a right to expect is that

happiness usually follows loving service to

others. Do you remember the time you set

out to give some youngster a good time,

and you took charge of him and piloted him

through a succession of happy hours? You
got a much greater kick out of that than

when somebody gave you something. That

was because you put something of yourself,

of your own happiness, into your gifts to

the child, and part of his abundant happiness

spilled over and came back to you.

Perhaps that is one reason why parents

find happiness in their children. Love goes

out to a child and is reflected back to the

one who loves. And sometimes that reflected

love seems to bring a warmth it did not

have at first, just as a ray of sunlight,

when reflected from a mirror, seems to

dazzle you with an intensity you had not

noticed before.

Misers are unhappy people not because

they are poor in things but because they

are pitifully poor in love, which is the

greatest treasure in the world.

Things can be hoarded. Love can't. It

delights in spending itself, and it grows

with the spending. Hoarded or pent up, it

would suffocate, as a flame of fire is snuffed

out when denied fresh air. The best way to

stifle love is never to love. That is the

shortest, surest route to unhappiness.

Yes, if you really want to be happy, don't^,

sit and wait for happiness to be brought to

you. Just start to dump happiness into the

laps and the lives of others and you will be

happier than you have ever been!

And still another goal for you is success.

Probably it should be enough of success for

any man to get all of the other things we
have talked about, but I suppose most of us,

when we think of success, mean getting

somewhere in our chosen work and gather-

ing enough of life's material goods to pro-

vide for our daily needs and for our chil-

dren.

There are some things that may be pre-

sumed to be on your side, however. Industry

is one of these things—just plain, sheer

work. Luck plays a much smaller part in

our successes than we are likely to think.

A measure of success comes to the man
who works hard for it.

Honesty, another very plain and very

practical quality in our lives, counts heavily

for success. With it goes personal integrity

in one's own character. Nothing can sub-

stitute for these things

!

/HE men who made the affirmation that "all men are created equal, that they are

endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights; that among these are Life,

Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness," were wise men. They were wise because they put
basic values first. They did not begin with Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness and
work, their way back to Cod. They began with Cod. Freedom was not something which they
created. Freedom was something which Cod had bestowed. Their function was to create

a society which guaranteed protection to that endowment and gave it a chance to develop.

—Wendell L. Willkie -
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FOR THE SECOND WEEK OF THE MONTH

• Topic for group discussion:

YOUR PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE

• Questions and Scripture references:

1. Why do we say that God is our father?
(Matthew 5:48; 6:8, 9; 10:29; 18:14; 23:9; Luke 11:2; John 4:23; Romans 8:14-17)

2. Where do we get our belief in the brotherhood of man?
(Matthew 5:44, 45; 23:8; Acts 7:26; I Peter 3:8; I John 3:14)

3. When we say that Christ is our Saviour and our Master, what obligations

do we then have? (Matthew 16:24; II Corinthians 5:15; I Peter 2:21; 4:1)

4. What shoidd be our attitude toward afflictions and temptations?
(Matthew 10:22; Mark 14:38; Luke 22:40; John 16:33; Romans 8:18; I Corinthians

10:13; Ephesians 6:13-18; Philippians 1:29; I Thessalonians 5:21, 22; James 1:2, 3, 12, 13;
I Peter 1:7; Revelation 2:10)

5. Why do we believe that we shall live forever?
(Psalms 23:6; 118:17; John 4:14; 8:51; 10:28; 11:25, 26; 14:19; I Corinthians 15:53;

Galatians 6:8; I John 2:17, 25; Revelation 22:5)

• Resource material:

ARE you baffled by one experience after

another in life? Do you wonder some-

times if things make sense? Are you able

to put the pieces of the puzzle together at

all? Let's see if we can recognize some of

the chief parts of the pattern, in the hope

that these will serve as points of reference

from which we can find our way with

greater ease and with greater surety.

Life is never entirely to our liking, but

some of the rough places can be eased and

some of the hard things made easier if we
can see reasons and causes and effects, and

if we can take a long view and see perspec-

tives and find hope.

Where shall we start? For myself, /

start with God. He is the infinite Creator,

the kindly and understanding Father of us

all. He created us in His image and made
us to be His children. He gave us each the

power of choosing good and evil. We can

temporarily forget that divine image within

as. We can coat it over with sin and act as

if we were the children of fiends. But the

image is still there. He is still our Father.

Yes, the face of God is at the center of

our puzzle. And it is at the circumference,

and everywhere between. The old Psalmist

splashed it all on a canvas as wide as crea-

tion and as high as eternity when he said,

in deepest awe : "He healeth the broken in

heart, and bindeth up their wounds. He
telleth the number of the stars ; He calleth

them all by their names."

What a picture of Infinity that stoops

down to get acquainted with the least and

the last and the lowest of us!

Unless you have this at the heart of your

puzzle of life, I do not wonder that you get

pretty low sometimes when the waves beat

high all about you and you long for a

straight course and a clear path ahead.

Start with God ! And keep near Him al-

ways. Build your life about Him. Nothing

else is so tremendously important. He is

your Father. Never forget that.

Now we are ready for the next step, and

it follows very naturally. If God is our

55
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Father—and Jesus taught every man of us

to call God our Father—then you and I

and the man in the little house on the next

street are brothers. There is no escaping it.

We are made that way.

That was why Jesus could link up two

old laws with such relish and conviction:

"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with

all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and

with all thy strength, and thy neighbor as

thyself" (Luke 10:27).

If We All Kept That Decree!

Pearl Harbor would have been safe for

all time if the Japanese had chosen to be

governed by that royal law. The atrocities

of the Gestapo would be unthinkable if they

could be constrained to abide by that law,

and little children would not go hungry if

men lived by it. Every man who needs and

wants employment would be able to provide

for himself and his dear ones if all of us

kept this divine decree.

You may have been startled by the story

of the four chaplains who gave away their

life-belts and went down when the transport

Dorchester was torpedoed. I do not know

who were the four men who were given

life by that bit of heroism, but wherever

they are they must realize that they bear a

double responsibility now to make their

lives count for God and for mankind. Surely

those chaplains gave new illumination to

that strange command that we should love

our neighbor as we love ourselves.

You will notice that this royal law, as

James called it, was not original with

Jesus (James 2:8). The old Hebrews had

been acquainted with it for centuries, and

Jesus approved it so heartily that He caught

it up and placed it alongside the old com-

mand that we love God with our all.

For Jesus knew that this law would

solve every problem that deals with our

human relationships. That one law, if we
were to observe it, all of us—Poles and

Argentinians and Czechs and Lithuanians

and Japanese and Germans and Americans

—would do for our world of today and to-

morrow what all the other laws that have

ever been codified have never done. It

could bring all of us to such a world of

prosperity and friendliness and joy as the

most avid Utopians have never been able

to dream up.

Yes, you and I have it in our power,

with these hearts and hands of ours, to

help make this world unthinkably glorious, i

But instead of doing that we sit back and

try to tell ourselves that these are only a

dreamer's words, and we let the practical

fellows—samurai and Junkers and blind

isolationists and immature economists and

crafty politicians and gangsters—get the

world into such a mess that our best brawn

and brains must turn out to smother the

flames and rebuild a racked and reeling

world.

How far will the clock of civilization be

turned back this time? Who can ever com-

pute the number of broken homes and

blighted lives and seared aspirations and

bludgeoned hopes this war has caused?

And a Man in a swaying boat on the Sea

of Galilee could have saved us from all this

if the great and the near-great and the little

men of all the world had only been content

to love and live and let live as brothers

!

Was His Way Too Simple?

Was it too simple? Or was it too desper-

ately hard? But could anything else have

been as hard as this war?

Will you be wise enough to take up the

cudgels for this shining law ? Will you come
back with a determination to fight for the

freedom of the fellow whose skin is of a

different color? Will you take a stand for

a fellow who will shed his uniform for a

shabby, patched suit, and stride off to take

his place again at a job you wouldn't think

of doing?
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"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."

You don't dare to forget that word, men.

And if you do, and if the world blazes

again in unleashed hatreds that have been

fed by the despair and the suffering of

brothers whom it was your duty to love and

to help, don't try to saddle all the blame on

some new raving ranter of the Reich. All

of us who might have made the world fair,

but chose instead to let it grow hard and

acrid and putrid, will be to blame.

He Will Give—So Must You!

Now we are ready for a bright spot in

this puzzle which we are trying to shape.

Put it there where all may see and admire

it: Christ is your Saviour—and your Mas-

ter. He hands you hope and health of

spirit. He gives you clean spiritual raiment

! for all your rags. But He demands you in

return. He wants your loyalty, your love,

your life of service.

Yes, you can refuse Him. You can slink

away from His offered love. You can shut

yourself away from the Light, as a recluse

hides in dark caves until he scarcely re-

members what light and beauty are. You
can do that, until honor and character and

hope and joy are but dimly remembered

words that have lost most of their meaning.

You can do that, but you won't. For you

will value the memory of loved ones whose

lives are sweet and good and square. And
you know, even if dimly, how they got that

] way. You too will want to catch some good-

ness and gladness out of the years ahead

of you, and you know where you can find

them—in Christ your Saviour and Master.

Now square yourself for something hard.

Let's look at a very dark part of the puzzle.

Why do we suffer and why are we tempted

md why are we mocked of the evil that we
-eally don't want to do ? Why must there be

jain and tears and defeats? Why do we
tand, ever so often, at the new grave of

;ome bright hope that died? Why?

. Let's be perfectly frank and honest about

it. Sometimes our disappointments and de-

feats happened because we had them com-

ing to us. We could have avoided them if

we had tried hard enough. Sometimes they

come because we deliberately sin against

God and men.

And sometimes it is because others—and

we—have made repeated sowings of the

seeds of suspicion and hatred and greed

until the harvest is ripe and the terror and

the desolation of war have swept down
upon us, as a hurricane unleashes its fury

when atmospheric conditions have brought

it to its awful maturity.

But your philosophy of life should rec-

ognize that you can survive all of these test-

ings and these brutal blows, however hard

they may be, if you try hard enough and if

you firmly establish your footing on these

truths that we have recognized thus far

—

believing firmly that God is your Father,

and acting as if men were indeed your

brothers, and as a follower of Jesus Christ

should act in every emergency. Facing your

temptations and your difficulties with this

triple undergirding, you can actually be

stronger for every adversity that beats

against you.

You Are a Citizen of Eternity

But there is still something that gives

meaning to every other piece in your puzzle

of life. It is the conviction that the years

of your life here are only as an infinitesimal

speck in a great unbroken line that goes on

forever. All the pain and hardships and de-

feats that can ever be crowded into your

years of life on this earth are to be seen as

happening in a life that is absolutely end.

less. For Christianity teaches that you will

live forever. "Whosoever liveth and be-

lieveth in me shall never die," said Jesus.

This means that all these years here, what-

ever their number, are just the merest be-

ginning of your endless life.

J
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FOR THE THIRDWEEK OF THE MONTH

• Topic for group discussion:

HOW HARMFUL ARE INTOXICANTS?

• Questions and Scripture references:

1. What are some of the consequences of the use of intoxicating liquors?

(Proverbs 23:21, 29-35; 31:4, 5; Isaiah 28:7; Hosea 4:11)

2. What are some Scripture references that forbid drunkenness?
(Proverbs 23:20a, 31, 32; Romans 13:13; Ephesians 5:18)

3. What Old Testament prohibition against strong drink shows how strongly
repugnant it was believed to be to God? (Leviticus 10:9, 10)

4. Why did Paul consider a drunkard so obnoxious that he forbade fellowship

with him? (I Corinthians 5:11)

• Resource material:

RECENTLY I received a letter which

gave me quite a jolt. It was written

by a soldier who says he does not smoke or

drink. But he goes on to say that he has

seen soldiers drunk on the field, and he

states that they are the best men in the

outfit. If a man who does not drink can

think that and write it to a stranger, I

wonder how many of you fellows—fine sol-

diers and seamen who do not drink at all

—

have the same lingering suspicion that in-

dulgence in intoxicating liquors adds some-

thing to your efficiency. Perhaps we should

take a look at this matter, for it consti-

tutes a very real temptation to many men,

and a particularly grave danger when so

many of you are away from the usual re-

straints of home.

Furthermore, there are many who will

try, often very insidiously, to make you

believe there are real benefits to be found

in drinking alcoholic beverages. This young
fellow tried to inform me that beer is the

mainstay of fellows in the service. Since

when has this been true?

Since when is a soldier or a sailor a

better service man if he befuddles his mind
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and slows up, his physical reactions to

danger and to opportunity? Since when has

it been true that anything that dulls a

man's efficiency and saps his good sense is

his mainstay?

Is your imagination equal to the strain

of conjuring up a vision of such a man
whenever you try to think of the best sol-

dier in your outfit?

What about it, mate? Is the best sailor

on your ship built on those lines? If you
have even the slightest inclination to say

"Yes" to that question, then let me ask

you this one: If drink really puts the fin-*-*

ishing touches to the job of making a good
gob, then, to be perfectly logical, you would
want the whole crew to be out on a bender

the night before you engage the Jap fleet

at dawn, wouldn't you?

A Drunk for Your Commander?

No, sailor, you need nobody to tell you

that the best navy in the world would be

sunk in short order if it were manned by

men whose minds have been befuddled by

strong drink. Would you want to have such

a man in charge of the gunnery on your •'
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ship? Would you want each gunner to be

under the influence of liquor? Would you

care to ship under a captain who rarely

went to his bridge except with the unsteadi-

ness and the confusion of a man who is

partially drunk?

There was a glaring inconsistency in my
young friend's letter. If alcoholic beverages

are so wonderful in putting a man at his

best, why doesn't he drink? Yet he states

plainly that he doesn't He is singing the
'* praises of something which his own man-

,
hood has resolutely stood firmly against.

Beer Not on the Ration List

Or take this question : If beer is such a

wonderful concoction for turning ordinary

men into super-soldiers, why doesn't our

general staff put it on the ration list?

Surely they know what it takes to make
stalwart and skilled soldiers. If something

is better than bread and butter and beans,

shouldn't they have found out about it by

now? Haven't they, in reality, registered

their vote against the stuff by not putting

it alongside coffee and sugar?

One thing against alcoholic beverages has

always been the company they have kept.

The lowest, rottenest people you have ever

seen have been perfectly at home with

beverage alcohol. They needed no introduc-

tion to it. They had met it—and loved it

—

long before. You can even state it as an

axiom that the longer the acquaintance has

lasted, the lower they have sunk. It has

never lifted them above what they were;

it has always lowered them.

This leads us, you see, to an even stronger

indictment : namely, that alcoholic drinks

are not merely in the company of the low-

est and the worst men and women you have

ever seen, but the alcohol had helped to

cause them to be so low.

Prostitutes and others of the lowest riff-

raff in human form are not above taking a

drink. If you want to see the finished

product of the booze industry, don't look at

the clear-eyed, nattily dressed gentlemen

who smile graciously and confidently from
the whiskey advertisements of our glossiest

magazines. Look instead at the tattered

bums that shuffle down the Bowery and beg

for enough to buy another glass. The
whiskey distillers somehow fight shy of

getting those derelicts into the pictures that

proclaim their wares. Why? Shouldn't they

be willing, as other industries are, to be

known and judged by the finished products

they turn out?

Yet you never, in all your life, saw a

liquor advertisement that proudly pictured

a bar-room at closing time in the wee hours

of the morning, with befuddled and quar-

relsome men—and women—lurching out

into the street, to try to find their way
home by the good graces of some friend

whose locomotive facilities might be slight-

ly better than their own.

What you will find in those advertise-

ments, is a cluster of chaste flowers or a

crest of proud plumes or a keen-eyed,

clean-cut man or woman who looks as if

he or she had never even heard of the ad-

vertised product. What a chance they miss

to show you the thing they have spent

years to make—a bleary-eyed old sot who
hasn't been able to save enough to buy an-

other glass of the stuff he has come to

crave more than food

!

Playing With a Dangerous Fire

Recently my attention was called to a

pathetic sight in one of the large railway

stations of the East. A young lad, in the

uniform of our navy, was staggering along,

supported on either side by another young

friend in uniform. Without them he would

have been almost as helpless as a baby.

He did not appear to be older than seven-

teen or eighteen. What a life he is cutting

out for himself! He may have been bitten

by the same bug that bit the man who wrote
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me. He too may think the "best fellows" on

his ship do it. Perhaps it was his first drink.

But he is playing with a fire that has re-

duced many a fine life to ashes.

Today I came across something in the

old Levitical Law of the Hebrews that I

had completely forgotten. It was a cold-

blooded law that required that a willful and

wayward son, who would not listen to his

parents and was also gluttonous and a

drunkard, should be publicly stoned to

death. You say, as I thought, this is terrible

treatment for the son of a father's heart.

Reason for Severe Penalty

I wonder if the old Hebrews in that far-

off time, when family communities had nar-

row horizons and men could easily see the

terrific consequences of filial insubordination

and drunkenness, came to feel, by long and

bitter experience, that they would be justi-

fied in setting up the most powerful deter-

rent they could devise, to try and safeguard

youth from a course of action that resulted

in shame and disgrace for parents and sons

alike. Of course the punishment was ter-

rible. But I suspect that very fact is a

tremendous silent indictment of the evil of

drunkenness as well as the evil of insubor-

dination to the authority that rests in the

love of fond parents.

But there is a note of large hope for

those who have been caught in this habit

but still wish to break its heavy chains.

They can break away from it if they wish

to do so, and if they try hard enough.

Have you ever heard of Alcoholics

Anonymous? It is a growing group of men
and women who have been able to break

the bonds of alcoholism. It was founded by

a man who was able to break away from

alcoholism. One by one, others came into

the little group. One thing • is required—

a

thorough resolve to do one's best to stop the

drink habit. Unless one has that resolve,

they will not bother with him. If he is de-

termined to do everything possible to help

himself, others from this band will go
to great lengths to help him.

Members are not referred to any church

or denomination, but each must believe in

asking help from a source above himself.

Then he is taught certain principles of

good applied psychology, and the fight is on.

The man who first told me about it was
an executive in a small factory. I was
amazed when he told me that both he and
his wife had been reclaimed from this ter-

J

rible habit. He had a nice home and a re-

sponsible, position which he could never

have kept if he and she had not freed them-

selves from the clutches of alcoholism.

What they did you can do too, GI Jce.

Talk to your chaplain. He may be able to

tell you of others who will gladly help you.

He certainly can tell you of One who will

help you, if you are willing to pray and
struggle to help yourself.

Never be afraid to refuse a drink. Don't

let down your guard, even for one time.

Have too much respect for your digestive

tract to load it up with stuff that you
wouldn't put into swine's swill. Don't fire

your brain with poison that clutches and
tears at the one thing that marks you as a
thinking creature of imagination and aspira-

tion and character.

THE SON OF MY HEART

By Sgt. Philip R. Guthrie

/ found Him when I was all alone,

With none to comfort, with none to moan,

But as I knelt there and as I prayed,

Upon my heart a melody played—
"Thou art my son, my son thou art,

And I have brought thee to my heart,

And in my presence thou- shalt dwell,

For none can hurt thee, nor death, nor

hell!'

I thank Thee, Lord, eternally

For the joy You brought that set me free. "|tt
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FOR THE FOURTH WEEK OF THE MONTH

Topic for group discussion:

WHAT DOES CHRISTMAS MEAN NOW?
Questions and Scripture references:

1. What great challenge comes to our war-weary world in the song that re-

sounded above Bethlehem? (Luke 2:13, 14)

2. What obligation is laid upon our humble hearts this Christmas, and how
will this promote world peace? (I John 4:11)

3. What word of the apostle Paul should be our joyous zvord this Christmas
and always? (II Corinthians 9:15)

4. What can we learn from the gifts of the magi, and what should we give
Him? (Matthew 2:11; Romans 12:1, 2)

5. What is the eternal meaning of the Christmas story?
(Matthew 20:28; Luke 19:10; John 1:29; 4:42; I Timothy 1:15; I John 4:10, 14)

• Resource material:

OT long ago a young soldier wrote to

I his parents that he did not even know-

it was his birthday when that eventful day

came some months ago. He was pushing

'across Normandy or Brittainy, and the

days had become a succession of seemingly

endless hours that sped and lagged and sped

again until one was able to fall asleep for

a time in utter exhaustion. It did not

seem to be important whether it was Tues-

day or Wednesday or Friday. It was a

terrible succession of events that one could

viash with all his heart he might forget.

( I hope Christmas will not be like that

for any of you, and may it be a far .happier

day for all of you than you may think will

be possible this year.

Some of you may be able to spend it at

home. Some of you may be invited to share

the warmth and the joy of another home
where the thoughtfulness of others will

tnake a place for you. But many of you will

pe far from home and unable to spend the

lay as you would wish.

You may hare received a Christmas box
md you may have enjoyed its contents long

before that great day came. But we at home
earnestly hope that not one of you will

come empty-handed and lonely to this day

about which all our Christian hope gathers

for its beginnings.

And I hope you can feel that every pray-

ing heart in America will be sending out a

prayer for you as this day dawns here at

home. With those earnest and sincere

prayers will go our heartiest wishes for a

good Christmas for you, and a future in

which we hope you will never be able to

doubt the goodness and the loving help and

guidance of your God. This in itself is a

prayer, and I know that such a prayer will

go winging its way to the very heart of

God as millions upon millions of fathers

and mothers and sisters and brothers and

wives and sweethearts and friends think of

you this Christmas.

For this will be a Christmas when all

America will be thinking not merely of in-

dividual homes and individual loved ones,

but of all that great company of you men
and women who wear the uniform of one

of our armed services. Most of these mil-

61
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lions of Americans will not know you by-

name. But you will be in their thoughts

and in their prayers and in their fond hopes.

If No Christmas Gift Comes

Somehow I feel constrained to say a

word that I devoutly hope will not need to

be said. If there is one man or woman
among you all who does not receive a

Christmas gift on or before Christmas,

please try to understand that this is surely

some sort of unintended oversight. If there

is anyone, in all of our armed forces, who
does not usually get mail, surely someone in

his outfit will be aware of that and will see

to it that thoughtful and friendly comrades

find a way of making sure there will be a

touch of Christmas happiness for everyone

this year.

This is a suggestion that is a fervent

hope. Won't some of you act upon it, if

you know someone who might be left out

this Christmas ? This is no time for Ameri-

cans to be lonely and empty-handed and

downcast in spirit. Christmas, more than

any other one day in the year, is a time

when our service men and women must not

feel forgotten or neglected. Try somehow,

if you can possibly do it, to prevent an

aching loneliness and a feeling of bitter

disappointment in some comrade's heart.

But how will Christmas look to you this

year ? Surely many of you will see it from

a different viewpoint. I venture the guess

that great numbers of you will find a new

sense of maturity in your outlook on this

matter. You may remember the times when
Christmas meant largely the receiving of

gifts, with not much thought of what you

would give. Then, as you grew older, you

came to think of it more as a time of giv-

ing to others. That is as it should be.

Find someone who may not have a

happy Christmas at all, and try to give him

something to be glad for. It does not have

to be a large gift, but he will recognize it as

something into which you have put some

thoughtfulness and some affection, and

that will give him a greater boost in his

morale than you can possibly realize. For

nothing else sets us up quite so much as

the sudden knowledge that somebody cares

for us a heap more than we have ever

guessed. That's something!

What impresses you most about the

Christmas story that has come to ycu

through these centuries? Is it the silent

shining of that star, brighter than all the

others, that shone above Bethlehem? "We
have seen His star in the east, and are

come to worship Him," said the wise men.

Could there be a sweeter reminder than

this that we too have seen His star as it

has shone in other lives about us and in the

conditions they have sponsored for human
improvement? Shall we not worship Him
this day, and always afterwards?

Such worship will lift our own needy

lives, and it will enable us to pass on the

influences that were heralded by that

gleaming star long ago.

Or perhaps you have been impressed by

the lavish gifts of the Magi. What about

your, gifts to Him? Do you come empty-

handed? Have you no gifts to share? No
gold? No frankincense but your own wor-

ship? No myrrh but the cup of your own
frustration and loneliness?

Pass On Your Christmas!
•

It would not take much gold today to

bring a touch of happiness to some life in

His name. Instead of a gift of myrrh, per- :

haps you can seek out someone lonelier and

more disappointed than you, and try to give

him some of the happinessfryou wish you
j

had for yourself! That would be a gift**
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more precious than myrrh for the Master

of men!

Or it would be possible, surely, for you

to bring Him now, in your barracks or

jungle or ship's quarters, such deep and sin-

cere and outright worship that it would

mean more to Him than frankinscense or

costly spikenard. Why don't you? Make it

the giving of yourself to Him, with your

highest hopes and longings. Consecrate

v
your life to Him in utter loyalty. Ask Him
to take you to be a devout disciple. Ask

Him to cleanse away your sins and give you

strength to live as a sincere Christian. You

[

could give no better gift than that! Try to

|
make this your best Christmas!

Perhaps you- are among those who are

never able to get away from the exultant

; music of that glorious song that wafted

above the Judean hills that night : "Glory

I to God in the highest, and on earth peace.

j
. .

." What a song ! I hope you are not

|
cynic enough to sneer at those glorious

words when you are risking your life to

help make them come true.

Our statesmen must not let you down
this time. With history to show the terrible

blunders of all the gory wars it has record-

ed, this time the statesmen of the world

should use every possible human effort,

under the implored guidance of God, to

insure a just and lasting peace. There is

no other day in our calendar that pleads

for this so much as Christmas.

Could this

—

cannot this—be our gift to

all later generations? Shall we not try

desperately to make it that gift?

But of course we must remember that the

|

chief meaning of all that is imbedded in

these stories of Christmas is not in a star

or in gifts or in a glorious song, but in the

One who came to walk that triumphant way
from a lowly cradle to a tragic cross and

find His way back again to unending life

and sovereignty. A Christmas story that

stops short of this is a pretty story but not

a very helpful one.

For a star that could shine over wakeful

and wistful shepherds, and then blink out

when we need it most, is not much of a

star.

And gifts that are costly but lifeless,

lacking that contagion that inspires others

to give, even more, are not likely to excite

wonder in an inflamed world where valiant

youngsters have left books for planes and

ships and bazookas, to bring a world again

to a semblance of sanity and respectability.

And a song that colors a midnight sky,

only to be blacked out by recurring spasms

of world-wide hatred, may be said to have

slipped badly and sadly off key.

Christmas, fellows, has a lot to say to us

—if we care to listen to it and heed it!
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A proud mother walked into the furni-

ture store of the E-zee Credit Company,

clutching a small monthly payment. She

placed it on the counter happily. "Here,"

she said, "is the last installment on our

baby carriage."

"And how is the baby?" asked the clerk.

"Fine," she replied. "He was drafted

last month."

A young officer stationed somewhere near

Egypt, while flying out over the Pyramids,

was working with a navigator to discover

his exact position. Suddenly he turned to

his pilot and shouted:

"Take off your hat."

"Why?" asked the bewildered fellow.

"Because according to my calculations

we are now in St. Paul's Cathedral."

"This army life," bewailed the GI, "is

beginning to tell on me. Every day I look

more like my identification photo."

*
"So your husband's in the army now,

Mrs. Worritt?"

"Yes, they've made him a gunner, an'

that's what he's been ever since I married

him!".

"Always been a gunner?"

"Yes, ever since I knew him he's been

'gunner do this' an' 'gunner do that,' but

he never did anything worth while!"
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Mess Sergeant: "You're not eating your

fish. What's wrong with it?"

Soldier : "Long time no sea."

We've just heard about the navy recruit

on guard duty at the main gate of an im-

portant station. He had strict orders to

admit no car unless it bore a special tag.

He stopped them all, including one loaded

with a high-ranking officer. The guard

heard the brass hat order his driver to go
through, calmly said: "I'm sorry, sir, bufc^

I'm new at this. Who do I shoot—you or

the driver?"

To his Negro company of infantry in

camp a husky first sergeant spoke dire

words : "From now on when Ah blows

dis yere whistle, Ah wants to see a huge

impenetrable cloud of dust come boilin'

outa dem tents. An' when 'at dust clears

away, Ah wants to find two rows of

statues."

SAILOR'S LAMENT
(With apologies to Tennyson)

Scrub, scrub, scrub,

On thy cold brown boards, O me!
And I would that my hands could mutter,

Their qualms of agony.

O well for my spotty whites,

That I spotted while at play!

'Twill take a-plenty soapsuds,

To chase those spots away!

And my little wash goes plunk

In a pail beneath my sill,

And waits 'til I trip to Ship's Store

—

If I can't, Clorox will!

Rub, rub, rub,

At the threads of my whites, O me,

But O for the blast of a winter's day

And my blues come back to me

!

—S/2c Frank X. Collyer, in The Nor-

folk Seabag

i
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BE WITH

fT. IRVI-N R. LINDEMUTH

Lord God above,,

Be with my love,

Be with my loved one tonight;

Soft soothe her head

And watch o'er her bed

Until the light.

Thou, One in Three,

With my love be,

Be with her all through the day;

Help her, like me,

To find strength in Thee,

Humbly 1 pray.

Thou madest man,

And made womankind,

And thus shall it ever be;

Thou madest love

For them to find,

And made her for me.

So, Lord Cod on high,

Look down from the sky

And watch o'er her while I'm not there,

Guard her for me
Till Eternity

—

This is my prayer. Amen.



GENERAL EISENHOWER'S
"FAVORITE PRAYER"

/^.MIGHTY COD, we are about to
be committed to a task from which
some of us will not return. We go
willingly to this hazardous adventure
because we bel ieve that those concepts
of human d.gnity, right and just.ce

that Your Son expounded to the world,

and which are respected in the govern-
ment of our beloved country, are in

peril of extinction from the earth. We
are ready to sacrifice ourselves to our
country and our Cod. We do hot ask,

individually, for our safe return. But
we earnestly pray that You will help
each of us to do his full duty, permit
none of us to fail a comrade in the
fight. Above all, sustain us in our con-
viction of the justice and righteousness
of our cause so that we may rise above
all terror of the enemy and come to
You, if called, in the humble pride of
the good soldier and in the certainty
of Your infinite mercy. Amen.
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